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DAMNED ...AND BANNED... 

BUT GROWING! WHY? 

Marxism has been damned incessantly and banned repeatedly—but 

it has not been refuted. Eighty years ago the butcher of the Paris Com- 
mune announced: “Now we are finished with Communism!” He was 

wrong. Twenty-five years ago, Hitler, taking power, shouted: “We have 
destroyed Communism; we shall rule for a thousand years!” \n his first asser- 

tion, Hitler, too, was wrong; in his second assertion, he missed by 988 years. 

While all this has been going on, disillusionment with and renegacy from 
Marxism have also proceeded. The disillusionment and the renegacy were 

always proclaimed as decisive evidences of the obsolescence or fallacy of 
Marxism. Yet, somehow, Marxism persists; and today has more numerous 

adherents than any other philosophy in the world. 

In the United States there is one monthly magazine which is a partisan 
of that philosophy, which seeks, with the light it affords, to illuminate the 

domestic and the world-wide scenes. That magazine is Political Affairs; 

there, and only there in the United States, will one find the viewpoint of 
Marxism-Leninism conveyed every month. There, and only there, each month, 
will the reader be able to find what the Communists think—not what George 
Sokolsky or Walter Lippmann or Max Lerner say the Communists think, 
but what they think in fact and as expressed by themselves. 

We believe these thoughts are more profound, more revealing, and more 

truthful than any others. Be that as it may, they are significant and must be 
weighed by any person who wants to understand the world in which he lives. 
To get those thoughts first-hand, quickly and regularly, you must read 

Political Affairs. 
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A Theoretical and Political Magazine of Scientific Socialism 

Editor: HERBERT APTHEKER 

Ruthenberg and the Party’s Founding 
By Oakley C. Johnson 

This year marks the fortieth anniversary of the founding of the Commu- 
nist Party of the United States. Though harassed, vilified and persecuted by 
the ruling class, its state and its servitors, from the day of its birth, and though 

its epitaph has been repeatedly pronounced by over-eager gravediggers, the Party 
lives; and in this, its fortieth year, is once again increasing its strength and in- 
fluence in our country. In connection with this anniversary, Political Affairs will 
publish several articles in the ensuing months. 

On March 2, 1927, Charles E. Ruthenberg, first General Secretary of the 

Party, died; assessing his role and some of his main ideas, Oakley Johnson— 
author of the biography of Ruthenberg, The Day Is Coming (International Pub- 
lishers)—at the same time polemizes against distortions of the man and his 
Party that have appeared in recent writings—The Editor. 

TuoporE Draper, in his Roots of 
American Communism,* _ tries, 
among other things, to circulate 

the idea that Italian-born Louis C. 
Fraina, not Charles E. Ruthenberg, 
was the chief founder of the Commu- 
nist Party. 
As a matter of fact, there were 

quite a number of people who had 
in important share in the Party’s 
iounding. Among the most promi- 
nent, in addition to Ruthenberg, 

who was in Boston and was editor of 
the Revolutionary Age, was in this 
number. All of them played a part, 
and there were others, too—the head 
of the Socialist Party of Michigan, 
John Keracher, who was first to de- 
mand the setting up of a Communist 
Party; Alexander Stoklitsky of Chi- 
cago, head of the Russian Federa- 
tion, who joined John Keracher in 
issuing the first call to organize such 
a party; and a New York dentsit 

York, N. Y., 
New Century 
ayments and 
nths; foreign 

ee 

were John Reed, Alfred Wagen- 
knecht, and John J. Ballam. Fraina, 
a 

* Reviewed by William Z. Foster in Political 
Affairs May, 1957.—Ed. 

named Dr. Maximilian Cohen. If I 
am not mistaken, Dr. Cohen wrote 
the first draft of the Left Wing 
Manifesto, John Reed rewrote it, 
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giving it is literary flavor, and Louis 
C. Fraina revised it, inserting some 
of his firebrand phraseology. The 
invitation to the Left Wing Confer- 
ence held in New York in June was 
issued early in 1919 by three out- 
standing Socialist locals—Local New 
York (its Left wing section), where 
John Reed, Maximilian Cohen, Wil- 
liam Weinstone and Isaac Hour- 
wich lived; Local Boston, where 
Fraina and Ballam lived; and Local 
Cleveland, where Ruthenberg and 
Wagenknecht lived. 

But within a couple of years or so, 
Maximilian Cohen was out of the 
party, Keracher withdrew, the head 
of the Russian Federation, Stoklit- 
sky, was deported to the Soviet 
Union, and Fraina was expelled. 

Others who could indeed be men- 
tioned as “founders” were Jay Love- 
stone, who tagged along after Ruth- 
enberg, managed to get his job when 
Ruthenberg went to prison, and tried 
to take over after Ruthenberg’s 
death; also Benjamin Gitlow, who in 
1924 was candidate for vice-president 
—running mate of William Z. Foster 
for president—on the Communist 
Party ticket. But for twenty years 
or so Lovestone has been a favored 
government stool-pigeon, and Git- 
low began his ghost-written literary 
career as author, many years ago, 
with the book, J Confess. 
Now. with all these people present 

in the Convention in Chicago, Sep- 
tember 1, 1919—three months after 
the Left Wing Conference which 
formally started things off—the dele- 
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gates voted overwhelmingly {fy 
Ruthenberg to be General Secretary 
and he was kept in that job until hj 
death, except when substitutes dj 
his work during his frequent priso 
terms. 

Draper opens his argument by a 
leging that Ruthenberg’s “outstand! 
ing” role—which he describes as 4 
fabricated “legend”—“came at thd 
very last stage,” and that the Com 
munist leaders attempted to “blot oug 
Fraina’s outstanding role” by simpl 
ignoring his accomplishments and 
omitting mention of his name. a 
would imply that Ruthenberg wa 
a sort of dark horse in radical politicg 
who was suddenly shoved into prom 
nence when the party was organized 
in 1919. Yet Draper acknowledge 
that Ruthenberg was the Ohio 7 
Wing leader seven years  earlies 
and that two years before, af 
the St. Louis Convention of the So 
cialist Party, he was “the principa 
leader of the Left Wing.” In th 
spring of 1919, at the Left Wing 
Conference, says Draper, Ruthen 
berg “stood out both as a adil 
organizer and as an eminent ma 
tyr.” To describe seven years 
leadership as emerging “at the very 
last stage” appears, indeed, like a 
attempt to “blot out” historic facts 
To be fair to Draper, however 

we can concede that he appears tob 
unaware of some Socialist Party hi 
tory. In 1912, Ruthenberg emergel 
as a national—not merely an Oh) 
—Left Wing leader. In Indianapok 
in that year he achieved nation: 
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prominence as contender for a so- 

dalist program in agriculture (Pro- 

ceedings, Socialist Party Convention, 

1912, pp. 82-87; Ira Kipnis, The 
American Socialist Movement, 1897- 
1912, p. 218), and as advocate of a 

reform in the organizational status 

of the language federations (Pro- 
ceedings, Socialist Party Convention, 
1912, pp. 86-91). Draper’s references 
to Ruthenberg’s prominence in 1917 
and in 1919 are less than candid. In 
1917 he was indeed “principal” leader 
of the Left Wing, as Draper con- 
cedes but does not explain, for he was 
the Left’s leading member on the 
committee which drew up the 
famed St. Louis anti-war resolution; 

he was the first prominent leader 
(wih Alfred Wagenknecht and 
Charles Baker) to be jailed under 
the Espionage Law; and it was after 
visiting him, Wagenknecht, and Ba- 
ker that Eugene V. Debs delivered 
the anti-war speech that sent him, 
in turn, to prison. In 1919, Ruthen- 
berg was indeed an “eminent mar- 
tyr,” to use Draper’s choice of words, 
for he had not only recently come 
fro prison but had just led a pow- 
erful May Day demonstration in 
Cleveland, demanding freedom for 
Debs and wthdrawal of American 
troops from Soviet Russia, a demon- 

stration which was attacked by troops 
and police, but which nevertheless 
won a great moral victory. So much 
for Ruthenberg’s emergence “at the 
very last stage.” 
Draper is not aware of the impor- 

tance of Left Socialist ideological 
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leadership in the Middle and Far 
West. The Left Wing Conference 
was held in New York, and the Left 
Wing Manifesto was issued in New 
York. From that point of view it 
might appear that Fraina, who was 
active in New York and Boston, 
must have been more important than 
Ruthenberg in Cleveland. This over- 
looks the fact that the demand in 
January, 1919, for a Socialist Party 
referendum on joining the Bolshe- 
vik - sponsored new _ international 
(planned but not yet formed) was 
initiated by three Socialist locals, of 
which two were western, Cleveland 
and Portland, the third being Bos- 
ton. This preliminary nation-wide 
organizational move of the Left was 
a month before the Left Wing Mani- 
festo was published, and five months 
before the Left Wing Conference. 
It also ignores the long roll of mili- 
tant western socialist leaders, from 
Debs to Kate Richards O’Hare, Wil- 
liam D. Haywood, J. Louis Engdahl, 
Robert Minor. Not only did the 
Communist Party select a midwest- 
erner, Ruthenberg, as its executive 
secretary, but the Communist Labor 
Party (which later merged with the 
Communist Party and other groups 
to form the Workers Party) selected 
another Ohioan, Alfred Wagen- 
knecht, as its executive secretary. 
This line of tho: ght need not—but 
could, if necessary—be quite consid- 
erably extended. 
On the other hand it was the 23- 

year-old Fraina who — suddenly 
emerged into national prominence, 
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in the spring of 1917, exactly two 
years before the Left Wing Confer- 
ence. He became known through 
his editorship of The New Interna- 
tional, beginning in April, 1917, and 
of a successor to it, The Revolution- 
ary Age, beginning in November, 
1918; and his authorship of the book, 
Revolutionary Socialism, 1918. This 
is doubtless a terrific journalistic 
feat for a youth of 23, but the qual- 
ity of ideas, too, should be examined. 

Draper himself gives us a hint. 
In comparing Fraina to Louis Bou- 
din, he says that Fraina had “more 
of the fervor and extremism of the 
true revolutionary.” Concerning The 
New International which Fraina 
edited, he says it “was more extreme” 
than The Class Struggle controlled 
by a board of three editors. He says 
that Fraina in Revolutionary Social- 
ism wrote “political prose poems” 
about his “peculiarly syndicalist” va- 
riety of “mass action.” 

This gives us the cue: Fraina was 
an extremist, and was recognized 
as such by many at that time. The 
writer recalls that in the Michigan 
movement in those days we called 
Fraina “Lefty Lou,” because of his 
super-Left line. A party led by 
Fraina would have been an extreme 
Leftist “big mouth” party. Since 
Draper wanted to show the Party in 
that light, with plenty of vocal force 
and violence, he naturally wanted the 
founder to be just that type. 

It is ironical that Draper, who 
worries about the “American roots” 
of the American Communist Party, 

and tries to show that Communism 
is built entirely on force and violence, 
should want to put the foreign-born 
Fraina, chief exponent of force and 
violence, in the role of founder of the 
Party. 

The divergence of views among 
the founding delegates, the forming 
of two Communist parties, and the 
frequent rise of factions posed many 
problems in firmly establishing the 
U.S. Communist movement. After 
noting that the majority group of 
the National Left Wing Council had 
“Fraina and Ruthenberg as its out 
standing figures,” and later that 
“The most important posts in the 
newly organized Communist Party 
went to Ruthenberg and Fraina,.” f; 
Draper proceeds to describe the wel. 
ter of conflicting views, with emphasis 
on extremism, but in the proces 
he unwittingly makes it possible for 
us to contrast Ruthenberg with 
Fraina. 
To get a closer view of Fraina, 

let us see what he said about th 
great Steel Strike of 1919, led by 
William Z. Foster (Foster, by the 
way, did not join the Party till 1921, 
after Fraina and other extremists 
were either out or on the way out). 
This is what Fraina said, writing in 
The Revolutionary Age (Feb. 15, 
1919): “These strikes, moreover, 
must always strive to cease being 
strikes and become revolutionary 
mass action against capitalism and 
the State. Every strike must be a 
small revolution, organizing, educat- 
ing, and disciplining the workers for 
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A few months later, when Fraina 

became editor of The Communist, 

he wrote, “The revolution is the is- 

sue in the steel strike.” This was 

October 11, 1919. All through Frai- 

nas writings this pompous infantil- 

ism shows itself. 

Ruthenberg, on the other hand, 

as Draper himself quotes him, took 
a different line. When the Central 
Executive Committee of the young 
Communist Party, of which Ruth- 
enberg was General Secretary, talked 
of getting out a leaflet to the strik- 
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language, the “Ruthenberg group,” 
ays Draper, “showed its displeas- 
ure.” “The Ruthenberg group... 
maintained that such a leaflet could 
be used by the government as a pre- 
text for using force and violence 
against the strikers, that it would put 
the Party in a position of ‘acting as 
the agent provocateur of the capital- 
mame... 
Clearly, Ruthenberg was already 

trying to direct the Party into poli- 
cies adapted to and effective in 
American conditions. He was ham- 
pered at every step by the extrem- 
ists, among whom was Fraina. 
Slowly emerging in Draper’s vol- 

ume is a curious fact about Fraina 
which is likely to strike the reader 
when he reads that Fraina was once 
arested for addressing a meeting 
in New York City. That fact is 
that Frania had no jail record. He 
seems never to have gone to prison 
for radical activity. It is true that 
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jail terms are not a necessary meas- 
ure of socialist effectiveness, but on 
the other hand it is hardly appropri- 
ate to equate a single arrest, as 
Draper seems to imply in the case 
cited, with the court fights that 
Ruthenberg put up, time and again, 
in defense of the Socialist and Com- 
munist parties. Ruthenberg’s term at 
Sing Sing in 1920-21 was allegedly 
because of matter published in The 
Revolutionary Age, which Fraina 
edited—but Fraina was not tried. 
So gallant was Ruthenberg’s fight 
in the courts for Communist legality 
that Draper is compelled to write: 
“To the day of his death, Ruthenberg 
was never free of his appeals from 
convictions, always living, so to speak, 
on borrowed time.” 

But the only “trials” that Fraina 
ever went through were his trials 
before Communist bodies, both in 
the United States and in the Soviet 
Union, as a spy and government 
agent. True, the trials were not fully 
conclusive in any case, but such a lot 
of smoke makes it difficult to be- 
lieve that there was no fire at all. 
In one place, Draper is obliged to 
record that John Reed was among 
those who testified against Fraina, 
as Fraina himself admitted. 

Fraina left the Party openly in 
mid-1922, with $4,200 of money be- 
longing to the movement. He had 
actually been out of it, as Draper 
concedes, many months earlier. 

If we reflect on the case of Louis 
C. Fraina, who later became Lewis 
Corey, we must conclude that one 
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reason for Draper’s desire to make 
him the Party’s founder is, clearly 
enough, his extremism, as cited from 
Draper’s own work. A second reason 
is Fraina’s final desertion of Com- 
munism and of Marxism, an act 
which doubtless endears him to 
others as well. “In three articles 
in The Nation, entitled ‘Marxism Re- 
considered, early in 1940,” says 
Drape, “he [Fraina] went all the 
way—Marxism was a failure, and the 
mission of the proletariat was a delu- 
sion.” 

Draper correctly criticizes the Com- 
munist Party for omitting mention 
of Fraina in its later publications, 
particularly in William Z. Foster’s 
History of the Communist Party of 
the United States. Foster agreed in 
a recent Political Affairs article that 
the omission was improper. Cer- 
tainly the name of Louis C. Fraina 
belongs in a history of the American 
Communist movement. (The writer 
was assured by Foster that Fraina 
was in fact named in his original 
manuscript.) However, the omis- 
sion of his name was not entirely 
without explanation. Consider the 
following: Fraina did not, like other 
renegades, become a public informer. 
Communists were disinclined to at- 
tack him and thus, perhaps, drive 
him closer to the enemy camp. There 
was, too, an extra sense of shame 
about him, because of his admitted 
involvement with confessed govern- 
ment agents. There were also, to be 
sure, some who were not fully con- 
vinced of Fraina’s guilt, and even a 
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few (including his first wife almost 
up to her death) who hoped to bring 
him back to the movement. These 
doubts and uncertainties, which at 
the time led to the editing out of his 
name, certainly can no longer serve 
as an excuse for erring again in the 
same way. 

THE NEED FOR UNITY 

One of the outstanding qualities 
displayed by Ruthenberg during the 
Communist organizing period of 

1919-21, and indeed during his en- 
tire political life before and after 
those dates, was his genius for unify- 
ing Left-minded groups for progres- 
sive action. Draper is more than 
once compelled to acknowledge this, 
but there are times, too, when he 
fails to understand, or deliberately 
misinterprets, Ruthenberg’s stand for 
unity. 
An instance of the latter is Drap- 

er’s contention that Ruthenberg 
“made it impossible” for the Left 
Wing to emerge at the St. Louis 
anti-war convention of 1917 as a 
“fully developed, independent politi- 
cal force,” because he mobilized the 
“Left behind a single majority reso- 
lution. Hillquit,” says Draper, “suc- 
ceeded in splitting the Left Wing.” 

To say this is to forget completely 
the purpose of the convention and 
the need of the hour. Congress was 
at that moment launching the United 
States into the war, and the Social- 
ists, the only organized anti-war 
group in the country, had the duty 
of leading the peace forces. Ruthen- 
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unding by uniting the entire anti- 

ilitarist strength of the convention 

rough joining with Hillquit and 

erging the Left in the larger cause. 
It was the supremely correct thing to 
Jo. Louis Boudin, the Left leader 
vho refused to join in support of 
he majority resolution but led 31 
followers to back a somewhat differ- 
ent anti-war statement, did precisely 
he wrong thing for that time and 
ituation. 
Another instance is the effort by 

Ruthenberg in the late summer of 
hg19 to unite the National Left Wing 
ouncil behind the convention al- 
vady called by the Michigan-Feder- 
tion leaders to organize a Commu- 
ist Party, an effort which, had it 
ben successful, would have organ- 
zed the entire Left in one organi- 
ation. Draped, however, says that 
Ruthenberg “capitulated” to the for- 
kign-language federations, ignoring 
he paramount issue of unity. He also 
gnores a fact which he is compelled 
fo report later on that Ruthenberg, 
far from capitulating to federation 
domination, led the fight against it. 
Ruthenberg intended to tackle one 
problem at a time, and it seemed 
io him then that the setting up of a 
single communist organization was 

the first need. As it turned out, the 
struggle for unity which he carried 
on required a solution of the federa- 
tion question as well. 
After the Communist Party was set 

up, and while negotiations were go- 
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ing on for unity with the Commu- 
nist Labor Party, Ruthenberg tried 
to reform the party structure so as 
to subordinate the foreign-language 
federations, which were autonomous 
(as they had always been under the 
old Socialist Party) and, in their at- 
titude to the Party proper, rather 
over-bearing. “To bring about a more 
centralized organization [Draper 
writes] and, incidentally, cut down 
the autonomy of the federations, it 
[the Ruthenberg minority] proposed 
that dues payments be made to the 
Party’s district organizations rather 
than to the nine federations. In this 
way, financially at least, the federa- 
tions would be made dependent on 
the central office of the Party instead 
of the other way round.” 

It is clear from the context that 
Draper did not know that Ruthen- 
berg had had this same fight eight 
years earlier in the Socialist Party. 
The Communist Party had inherited 
this language federation chaos from 
the Socialist Party. 

This business of foreign-language 
control—which is really of only his- 
toric interest today, for the Com- 
munist Party solved the problem long 
ago—constituted one of the chief ob- 
stacles to the forming of a truly 
United States Communist Party, 
with native leadership. (Compare 
how Engels used to call down the 
German leadership of the Amercan 
section of the First International 
for a similar failure to stress native 
American leadership.) 

Other efforts toward unity, at- 
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briefly summarized as follows: 
Ruthenberg not only visited the So- 

cialist Party emergency convention 
which met August 30 in Chicago 
but also the more or less spontaneous 
caucus of delegates who were ejected 
from it, “in the interests of Left 
Wing unity.” The next day he at- 
tended the hastily called Communist 
Labor Party convention, and, says 
Draper, “proposed that the first or- 
der of business should be considera- 
tion of uniting with theo ther Com- 
munist convention scheduled for the 
following day (Sept. 1).” Then, at 
that other Communist Convention, 
which had been formally called 
weeks before for the purpose of or- 
ganizing a party and to which Ruth- 
enberg had tried to lead the CLP 
delegates, a motion to ask the CLP 
to unite was defeated by the Federa- 
tion-Michigan votes—and Ruthen- 
berg was one of five who by threat- 
ening resignation forced a reversal 
of this vote and the election of a 
committee to confer on unity. (Frai- 
na, who had joined Ruthenberg in 
going to the Communist Party con- 
vention, also joined him as one of the 
five who protested—one of the few 
times when Fraina and Ruthenberg 
saw eye to eye.) Three months went 
by, and, reports Draper, “In Janu- 
ary, 1920, therefore, the Ruthenberg 
group launched a unity campaign in 
earnest.” Finally, Ruthenberg left 
the CP’s central executive committee 
on April 20, 1920, taking a minority 
with him, and negotiated with the 
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tested to by Draper himself, may be CLP leaders to form the United Com. 
munist Party. The Ruthenberg or. 
ganization, Draper comments again, 
“had made unity one of its chic 
causes.” 

These instances from Draper do 
not, to be sure, exhaust the list of 
Ruthenberg’s services for unity. Be. 
fore entering Sing Sing prison in 
October, 1920, he visited Debs who 
was in prison at Atlanta, and tried 
to persuade him to throw his influ. 
ence behind the Communist Party 
newly organized by the Socialist Lett 
with which Debs himself had always 
been afhliated. Ruthenberg was the 
chief battler at Bridgman for unity 
of the underground with the newly 
formed aboveground Workers Party. 
He was indefatigable and usually 
successful in winning over one after 
another of the language federations 
to the Workers Party. He wrote 
publicly in 1927 to the Proletarian 
Party, in a piece appearing in the 
Daily Worker just four days befor 
his death, appealing to this last ur 
affliated communist-minded grow 
to join forces with the Workers Party. 

ON THE “AMERICAN ROAD” 

Let us now turn to the third ques 
tion, that of an “American road t 
socialism,” some aspects of which are 
illuminated by a study of Ruthen- 
berg’s life. True, this is a post-World 
War II question: it had not ariset 
in the current form and context dur 
ing Ruthenberg’s lifetime. But hi 
approach in presenting the case for 
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Marxism indicated his conviction 

that the building of socialism here 

would relate itself to the conditions 

found here, and to the traditions of 

our people. 
He wrote, in 1910, that when 

American workers realize the nature 
of capitalism, “a new Declaration of 
Independence will be written and the 
right of the people to ‘alter or abol- 
ish’ the present system will be in- 
yoked.” Thoughts and illustrations 
like this run all through his speeches 
and articles. He was most eloquent 
when, as in his various trials, he de- 
manded for Socialists and Commu- 
nists the constitutional rights that be- 
long to all citizens. 
Nevertheless, Ruthenberg’s idea of 

an American road to socialism was 
at the same time tied up with some- 
thing very much like proletarian 
dictatorship, long before 1917. When 
he ran for mayor of Cleveland in 
1911, he was asked how he, as may- 
or, would settle the garment work- 
ers’ strike then going on. “The So- 
cialist Party . . . would use the po- 
litical power it held to help the work- 
ers win this strike,” he answered at 
a big rally which was addressed by 
all the mayoralty candidates. 
Two years later, incensed by the 

lawless behavior of Ohio mine own- 
ers, he made a motion, which was 
adopted by the Ohio state conven- 
tion in 1913, that “Socialists elected 
to office shall use their power solely 
in the interests of the working class.” 
If I may interpolate a personal 

reminiscence, I recall, when I became 
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a Socialist in 1912, how I was initi- 
ated into the idea of workers’ rule. 
While teaching in a Michigan village 
school, I took part in the debates 
scheduled in the local farmers’ 
grange, and on one occasion argued 
that the government should own the 
railroads. My opponent, a young so- 
cialist farmer, said he didn’t want 
government ownership until he 
knew who the government was. Un- 
der existing conditions, he said, 
without a worker’s government, he 
opposed to it. 

I relate this incident to show that 
proletarian dictatorship is not a re- 
cent or foreign idea. It has been a 
part of our socialist heritage for 
many years. An “American road to 
socialism” is not likely to get very 
far without it. 

Draper, digging around in the in- 
ternal party debates of the spring 
of 1920, manages to quote Ruthen- 
berg in a way that is enlightening 
in connection with the theme of an 
American road: 

“It may be said, in all candor,” 
Ruthenberg wrote, as quoted, “that 
up to this time our zeal has been 
more in the direction of faithful 
imitation of phrases than in Com- 
munist expression of the class strug- 
gle as it develops from day to day 
in the United States. Our crying 
need is a more precise and more 
understandable expression of Com- 
munism as part of the everyday 
working class fight in the United 
States.” 
The quoted extract shows that 
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Ruthenberg had a far more solid, 
more level-headed approach to po- 
litical theory and practice than such 
of his contemporaries as Fraina. 

Referring to the incipient possi- 
bilities for an American labor party 
at that time and the inability of the 
Communist leadership to move to- 
ward it, Draper admits that later in 
the same year there were “symptoms 
of self-criticism and recovery in the 
Ruthenberg tendency,” but goes on 
to relate that Ruthenberg was “taken 
off to jail” and “his personal influ- 
ence was removed” for that period. 
As a result, he says, “there was little 
evidence of reform in the United 
Communist Party.” Draper demon- 
strates, again, not the slanders he 
tries to propagate, but the fact that 
there was internal struggle over pol- 
icy, with Ruthenberg leading toward 
one that would fit American con- 
ditions. 

In the Bridgman defense in 1921- 
22, Ruthenberg firmly insisted on the 
political rights of the Communist 
Party, and refuted the very kind of 
charges against it that the Draper 
book still retains. Ruthenberg ham- 
mered home the fact that “there was 
nothing secret” about the convention 
that organized the Communist Party, 
and “nothing underground about 
the organization it created.” The 
government had driven the Party un- 
derground, by its arrests, jailings 
and deportations, he said. 
When the Communist Interna- 

tional urged the American Commu- 
nists to work toward the forming 
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of “a legal, open, mass party,” as 
Draper reports, the advice was right 
in line with Ruthenberg’s ideas, 
Ruthenberg was not “enchanted by 
illegality,” as Draper earlier falsely 
writes. 

It should be remembered that 
Ruthenberg remained a member of 
both the underground and the above. 
ground parties until the former was 
dissolved, and in the later faction 
struggles, as Foster writes, “enjoyed 
the confidence of both warring 
groups” (History of the Communist 
Party of the United States, pp. 264-5). 
Ruthenberg was helpful in two ways: 
in bringing the Communist move- 
ment into recognized legal life, and 
in making the Workers Party a gen- 
uinely Communist organization. 

I don’t want to give the impres 
sion that Ruthenberg had in 1919 
1921 an understanding of political 
matters that would fit without change 
into the present. Not at all. Times 
have changed since then, and condi- 
tions have changed. Furthermore, 
Ruthenberg made mistakes. Most of 
his mistakes, it seems to me, were 
of the nature of concessions to the 
extremist elements, such as Fraina 
and Stoklitsky. (Fraina and Stoklit- 
sky differed with each other on vari- 
ous matters, but on loud talk about 
“revolution” they were as one.) 

ON TRADE UNIONISM 

In this country, historic questions 
concerning trade-union organization 
have appeared in each generation, 
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| questions 
ganization 

veneration, 

fom the days of the National La- 

bor Union to the Congress of Indus- 

tiral Organizations. These questions 

ranged from who should be admitted 

to labor unions (Negroes, women, 

dled or unskilled craftsmen, small 

apitalists) to what form the unions 

should take, and from union and 

strike tactics to political and even in- 

ternational attitudes. ‘Today prac- 
tically all unions take a_ political 
posture on both national and inter- 
national matters: the difficulty is that 
frequently their politics follow along 
after those of their capitalist employ- 
ers, and are in the latters’ interests. 
Ruthenberg always took an active 

interest in trade-union work, often 
spoke before union-sponsored meet- 
ings, always supported progressive 
actions by the trade unions, and 
never withheld giving his own opin- 
ions on basic matters. He helped 
on occasion to form white collar 
unions, as of school teachers in 1914 
and clerical workers in 1919. 
In 1908 and 1912, at the Socialist 

conventions and in socialist periodi- 
cal, the great historic problem was 
craft-unionism versus industrial un- 
ionism, a matter which—though still 
today having a hang-over pertinence 
in practical organization—is by now 
almost academic. Ruthenberg defi- 
aitely favored the industrial form of 
union, but he carefully kept from 
making this a dividing line in his 
cooperation with organized labor. 
When he discussed strike struggles 
that were current, he mentioned first 
one and then the other, giving credit 
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to AFL battles as well as to IWW 
ones. 
He supported unemployment in- 

surance, for example, as he did in 
the Chicago Daily Socialist, August 
8, 1919, quite apart from the craft- 
industrial problem. When the or- 
ganized carpenters of Cleveland, an 
AFL body, called for an amendment 
to the city charter to raise the mini- 
mum wage of city laborers, Ruth- 
enberg mobilized the whole Socialist 
Party of Cleveland to collect sig- 
natures to put the matter on the bal- 
lot, and the amendment passed. The 
union leaders acknowledged that 
their success would not have been 
possible without Socialist aid, and 
Thomas J. Dolan, the city Federa- 
tion‘s vice-president, publicly thanked 
Ruthenberg. In Socialist May Day 
parades in those days, entire trade 
union locals took the day off and 
marched under their own banners. 

In the Cleveland Socialist Year 
Book of 1916, Ruthenberg made ex- 
plicit his awareness of this problem 
of party-labor relationship, and, dis- 
regarding the official Societlist Party 
policy of neutrality toward trade- 
union problems, he wrote: “We must 
bring into harmony with the po- 
litical and cooperative movement the 
industrial wing of the workers’ or- 
ganizations. How this is to be 
achieved the future alone can tell, but 
we must keep it in our minds as 
part of the end to be sought.” 

Draper delights in describing how 
the Communist Party carried on a 
“war against the trade unions,” 
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basing himself on quotes from The 
Communist in October, 1919, at the 
time Fraina was editor. It was dur- 
ing this period that a policy on trade 
unions was beginning to be fought 
out within Communist ranks. 

However, to bolster his argument 
about the Communist “war” on the 
trade unions, Draper quotes Ruthen- 
berg’s criticism of some of his oppo- 
nents in the Communist discussion. 
“In the Communist Party and the 
Communist Labor Party conventions 
of 1919, it would have been difficult 
to gather together a half-dozen dele- 
gates who knew anything about the 
trade union movement,” Ruthenberg 
wrote four years later in The Lid- 
erator (quoted by Draper). Simi- 
larly, Draper quotes Ruthenberg’s 
comment in The Workers Monthly, 
in which he says that “the Commu- 
nist Party of 1919 stood outside of the 
labor movement, endeavoring to 
draw the workers into its ranks 
through agitation and propaganda” 
(p. 199). What these quotes show 
is that there were Communists who 
had a much different attitude toward 
trade unions than the one which 
Draper stresses, and that Ruthenberg 
was a leader among them. 

Draper grudgingly concedes that 
“Communism succeeded . . . in tak- 
ing over the radical tradition” of or- 
ganized labor through such a leader 
as William Z. Foster. Draper’s book 
in this respect may with some justice 
be regarded as an unintentional trib- 
ute to the Communist Party, which 
has all along democratically and per- 
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sistently fought its own errors and 
struggled through—as it still strug. 
gles—to clarity and unity. 

ON IMPERIALISM 

Ruthenberg was aware of the 
meaning of modern imperialism, and 
of the fact that the center of imperial. 
ism in this century is in the United 
States. He began to learn of Lenin's 
general line on capitalist imperial. 
ism in early 1916, when Alexandra 
Kollontay and S. J. Rutgers made 
lecture tours through the United 
States and contributed articles to the 
International Socialist Review. Len- 
in’s Imperialism: Highest Stage of 
Capitalism, in which he expanded 
the content of previous articles, was 
published in 1916-17, and appeared 
here for the first time in 1919. 

It is interesting that Draper does 
not refer to Lenin’s Imperialism at all, 
though he does speak of other of 
Lenin’s writings produced in the 
period dealt with in this work. In 
fact he does not even mention the 
term imperialism! 
Marx and Lenin have shown the 

basic way to socialism, and through 
socialism to that truly democratic 
communist society in which man will 
make his own destiny, a destiny of 
achievements now undreamed and 
of happiness for all. 

But imperialism fears Marxism- 
Leninism, especially since World 
War II in which the Soviet Union 
made the major contribution in de- 
feating fascist Germany, after which 
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ame the birth of People’s China and 

a series of colonial revolutions. Now 

imperialism has embarked on a 

frenzied effort to reach the minds 

of the people. “In these conditions,” 
ays the 12-Party Declaration, “the 

imperialist bourgeoise attaches in- 
creasing importance to the ideologi- 

cal molding of the masses; it mis- 
represents and smears Marxism- 
Leninism, misleads and confuses the 

masses.” 
It is in this light, surely, that we 

must understand the tremendous 
food of writings about Communism 
by the enemies of Communism. Dra- 
per’s Roots of American Commu- 
nism is one of these, and is to be fol- 
lowed, according to the announce- 
ment in the Foreword, by two more 
books on the American Communist 
Party, the second by Draper himself 
and the third by David A. Shannon, 
all financed by the Fund for the Re- 
public, which gets its money from 
the Ford Foundation. From a differ- 
ent source comes another CP “his- 
tory”: The American Communist 
Party: A Critical History (1919-1957), 
by living Howe and Lewis Coser. 
These books, and hundreds of others, 
including novels, art criticism, and 
travel books—all with an anti-Marx- 
ist common denominator—are favor- 
ably reviewed in newspapers and 
magazines which themselves com- 
pete in anti-Communist propaganda. 
Added to all these, and still great- 
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er in quantity, are the volumes of 
reports and studies and documents 
and transcripts published by the 
Unted States Government Printing 
Office, thousands of publications in 
huge editions, millions and millions 
of words. 

The subject matter of these docu- 
ments may be seen from the names 
of the chairmen of the committees, 
who include Senators McCarthy, 
Eastland, McCarran and Jenner, and 
the names of the witnesses, who in- 
clude Herbert Philbrick and Whit- 
taker Chambers. A corps of trained 
research workers, lawyers and writ- 
ers are kept busy giving these data 
a solid, juridical, even scientific ap- 
pearance. Money is no trouble, eith- 
er for technical workers or for wit- 
nesses. The resources that can blow 
up millions of dollars weekly in atom- 
ic experiments and throw away more 
millions in military aid to Chiang 
need have no difficulty in paying for 
anti-Communist propaganda. 

The danger of this propaganda 
must not be underestimated. It con- 
stitutes major obstacle to the party 
of Ruthenberg and Foster, and must 
be met by comprehending and dis- 
seminating the truth to the best of 
our ability. That truth points to the 
indispensable and noble contribu- 
tions made by the Communist Party 
to the struggle here for equality, 
well-being, democracy, labor organ- 
ization, peace, and Socialism. 



By Nikita Khrushchev 

Comrabes, our seven-year plan is a 
powerful moral support for the in- 
ternational workers’ and Commu- 
nist movement, for all democrats, 
in their struggle against reaction 
and imperialism. By making fresh 
progress in building Communism, 
the Soviet people will be doing 
their international duty by the in- 
ternational working class. 

At present, there are Communist 
and Workers’ Parties in 83 countries. 
Their membership adds up to more 
than 33 million people. That is a 
tremendous victory of Marxism-Len- 
inism, a big gain for the working 
class. 

Reactionaries of all hues have 
waged dozens of campaigns against 
Communism. But nothing can de- 
stroy the Communist movement, for 
it is an offspring of the class strug- 
gle of the proletariat, of all work- 
ing people, and it represents their 
interests. Many Communist Parties 
in the capitalist countries are now 
having great difficulties. Reaction 
has launched a new frenzied attack 
on them, which, we are sure, will 
end in another failure, while our 
fraternal parties will emerge from 

* This is a section from the Report to the 
XXI Congress of the Communist Party of the So- 
viet Union, delivered by Premier Khrushchev on 
January 28, 1959.—Ed. 
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the test steeled and stronger than 
ever before. 

In organizing its offensive agains 
the working-class and Communig 
movement, international reaction re. 
sorts to demagogy, to deceiving the 
masses with spurious tales about the 
so-called “free world.”  Imperialis 
ideologists try to dress up the ant: 
popular capitalist system. Prominent 
bourgeois leaders never fail to put 
in that the Western capitalist 
countries are “free countries,” and 
the capitalist world, a “free world.” 

Indeed, there is freedom in the 
capitalist countries, but for whom? 
Not for the workers, of course, who 
have to go into the capitalists’ ser 
vice on any terms to avoid finding 
themselves in the vast army of peo 
ple “free” of work. And not for the 
peasants, who are continuously men- 
aced with being “freed” of ther 
farms through ruin. And not for tie 
intellectuals either, whose creative 
endeavor is hemmed in by monetary 
dependence upon the money-bags 
and the “spiritual guidance” of 
various loyalty commissions. Free: 
dom in the capitalist countries e 
ists for those alone who have mone 
and, consequently, power. .. . 

There was a time when in thei 
struggle against feudalism, bourgeo! 
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1en in thei 
n, bourgeoi 

revolutions proclaimed the slogan of 

liberty, equality, and fraternity, but 

it was proclaimed by the bourgeoisie 

primarily to elbow aside the aristoc- 

racy in order to pave the way for 

capital. After it consolidated its rule, 

it ignored the slogans more and 

more. 
Today, though they still take ad- 

vantage of the slogan of liberty, 

equality, and fraternity, the imperial- 

ists turn more and more frequently 

to outright dictatorship. There are 

sinister signs in the capitalist coun- 

tries today of an upsurge of reaction 
and fascism. This is the reactionary 
‘path chosen by West Germany, where 
ithe Communist Party has been 
banned, democrats are persecuted, 
tand fascist and revanchist organi- 
“zations are given free rein. The trend 
‘towards open dictatorship has taken 
shape in France, where the demo- 
cratic freedoms and the gains of the 
masses are being abused. The on- 
slaught of reaction in France, a coun- 
try known for its democratic tradi- 
tions, causes concern to all friends of 
democracy and progress. The mili- 
tary coups in Pakistan and Thailand 
have shown that an attack is being 
mounted on the democratic gains of 
nations that have won national in- 
dependence. The forces of reaction 
are rearing their head also in a num- 
ber of other capitalist countries. 
We are thus faced with a clear-cut 

general tendency, which obtains in 
many capitalist countries, rather than 
with isolated facts. 
The reactionaries are using an old 

antipopular weapon—they are doing 
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away with the democratic system and 
setting up “strong-arm” governments. 
But just as in the period when fas- 
cist dictatorships were established in 
Italy and Germany, the tendency to- 
wards the open dictatorship of the 
monopoly bourgeoisie is not a sign 
of strength, but a sign of weakness. 
Yet it should be borne in mind that 
under an unlimited dictatorship, re- 
action has a better chance of starting 
a reign of terror and repression, of 
suppressing all opposition, of indoc- 
trinating the masses to suit its ends, 
of poisoning them with the scourge 
of chauvinism, and of freeing its 
hands for military gambles. For this 
reason, the people must be vigilant. 
They must be ever ready to repel 
the reactionary offensive and the 
threat of resurgent fascism. 

Millions of people usually associ- 
ate fascism with Hitler and Musso- 
lini. But we must not rule out the 
possibility that fascism will revive in 
forms other than those which have 
already discredited themselves in the 
eyes of nations. 

Today, when there is a powerful 
socialist camp, when the working- 
class movement has much experience 
in combatting reaction, and when the 
working class is much better organ- 
ized, the people have greater possi- 
bilities of blocking the advance of fas- 
cism. Broad sections of the people, 
all democratic, genuinely national 
forces, can and must join hands 
against fascism. In so doing, it is 
very important to stamp out all ves- 
tiges of sectarianism, which is liable 
to obstruct the mobilization of the 
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masses against reaction and fascism. 
The unity of the democratic forces, 
above all of the working class, is the 
most reliable barrier to the fascist 
threat. 
Who obstructs the unity of the 

working-class? Imperialist reaction 
and its henchmen in the working- 
class movement, such as Guy Mollet 
and Spaak, the anti-Communist- 
minded Social-Democratic leaders. 
We know all these chieftains of anti- 
Communism by name and do not 
count on them when we speak of 
joint working-class action. Most of 
the rank-and-file in the Social-Demo- 
cratic parties are friends of peace and 
social progress, although their idea 
of how to win them is different from 
ours, from the communist idea. And 
it is precisely in the struggle against 
reaction and fascism that Commu- 
nists and Social-Democrats should 
find a common language. It is high 
time for the representatives of all the 
trends in the labor movement, after 
casting off the mountebanks of anti- 
Communism, to sit around one table 
and work out a mutually acceptable 
platform of joint working-class action 
in defense of their interests, of 
peace. ... 

The meeting of representatives of 
Communist and Workers’ Parties in 
November, 1957 showed that the fra- 
ternal parties are united in their 
views. The declaration of the meet- 
ing* was approved unanimously by 
all Communist and Workers’ Par- 
ties, and has come to be a charter 
of international unity for the world 
Communist movement. The Dec- 
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laration condemned revisionism as 
the principal danger, and dogmatism 
and sectarianism as well. 

mm 

Declaration to be correct. And we 
take guidance from them at present, 
A further consolidation has taken 

place inside each Communist Party 
after the November conferences. The 
international Communist movement 
has also become stronger. The re. 
visionists failed to turn any of the 
fraternal parties away from the 
Marxist-Leninist path. Miserable 
handsful of opportunists, and individ- 
uals who have lost their bearings 
under the fire of the class enemy, 
were the only ones to follow them. 
This scum, which polluted the pure 
fount of the Communist movement, 
rose to the surface in the heat of the 
struggle and was discarded. 
The contentions of the revision- 

ists have been refuted by life, by the 
practical struggle of the working 
class, by the entire process of social 
development. Dashed to the ground 
are the principal revisionist theses— 
about changes in the nature of capi- 
talism, the crisis-free development of 
the capitalist system and the peaceful 
growing of capitalism into socialism, 
and so forth. 

* * * 

The international Communist 
movement has criticized the views 
and policies of the Yugoslav revision- 
ists. The leaders of the League of 

* The Declaration of the Twelve Communist 
and Workers’ Parties (1957) is available as 8 
10-cent pamphlet from New Century Publishers, 
New York City.—Ed. 
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used to sign the Declaration. But 
this is utterly false. It is the Yugo- 
slav leadership which, in contradic- 
tion to the Declaration, came forth 
with its revisionist program, in which 
they attacked the Marxist-Leninist 
positions of the international Com- 
munist movement. I ask you, could 
Marxists really have ignored these 
facts? Of course not. This is the 
reason why all the parties which 
uphold Marxism-Leninism criticized 
the program of the League of Com- 
munists of Yugoslavia. 
Our position in regard to the views 

held by the Yugoslav leadership is 
clear. We have defined it repeatedly 
in all frankness, while the Yugoslav 
leaders keep twisting and turning and 
evading the truth. 
They want to conceal the substance 

of their differences with the Marx- 
ist-Leninists. And this substance is 
that the Yugoslav revisionists deny 
the need of international class soli- 
darity, that they have abandoned 
working-class positions. They are try- 
ing to tell the world that there are 
two blocs in it, two military camps. 
Yet everybody knows that the social- 
ist camp, which embraces the social- 
st countries of Europe and Asia, is 
not a military camp, but a commu- 
nity of equal nations fighting for 
peace and a better life, for socialism 
and communism. The other camp 
is the imperialist camp which seeks 
at any price to maintain its system 
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of oppression and violence, and 
threatens war. We did not make up 
these camps. They emerged in the 
process of social development. 
The Yugoslav leaders claim that 

they stand outside all blocs, above 
the camps. Yet in point of fact they 
are in the Balkan bloc, which con- 
sists of Yugoslavia, Turkey and 
Greece. It may be recalled that the 
latter two countries are members of 
the aggressive NATO bloc, and that 
Turkey is also a member of the 
Baghdad Pact. The leaders of the 
League of Communists of Yugo- 
slavia resent our telling them that 
they are sitting on their own Yugo- 
slav chair. But for some reason this 
Yugoslav chair is held up by the 
American monopolies! And it is pre- 
cisely this “no-bloc” position, this 
neutrality which the leaders of the 
League of Communists of Yugoslavia 
so highly extol that has a distinct 
whiff of the American monopolies, 
which keep giving handouts to 
“Yugoslav socialism.” The history of 
the class struggle knows of no case 
when the bourgeoisie materially or 
morally supported its class enemy or 
assisted in building socialism. 

The crucial test of a country’s ad- 
ministration is the progress it makes 
in developing the national economy, 
raising the culture and well-being 
of the people. We Soviet Commu- 
nists think our road to socialism, 
shown us by the great Lenin, is the 
right one. By following it the So- 
viet Union has scored many victor- 
ies, which have amazed the whole 
world. All the People’s Democracies 
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have followed the road blazed by 
the October Revolution, Lenin’s road, 
and have also made remarkable prog- 
ress. 
And who achieved the least results? 

It is that very party, that very coun- 
try, whose leaders extol their so- 
called Yugoslav road as being the only 
right road. People look at it this 
way: the best road is the road which 
leads to the best possible economic 
and political results in the shortest 
time. And if we compare the living 
standards in the socialist countries, 
we shall find, as indicated in econom- 
ic publications, that it is rising much 
more slowly in Yugoslavia. Yugo- 
slav practice itself refutes the theo- 
retical “discoveries” of the Yugoslav 
revisionists. 

If Yugoslavia is behind in its de- 
velopment, if it does not march, but 
rather zigzags, along the socialist 
road, the responsibility for this falls 
entirely on the revisionist anti-Marx- 
ist line of the leadership of the 
League of Communists of Yugoslavia 
which has its own special idea about 
the role of the Party in building so- 
cialism. The Yugoslav revisionists 
minimize the Party’s role and, in 
effect, reject Lenin’s teaching of the 
Party being the guiding force in the 
struggle for socialism. 

The Marxist-Leninist Parties watch 
the developments in Yugoslavia with 
concern. The fraternal peoples of 
Yugoslavia have at the price of great 
sacrifice, with Soviet support, liber- 
ated themselves from German and 
Italian occupation, have overthrown 
the rule of their own bourgeoisie, and 
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taken the road of socialism. Yet noy 
the policy of the Yugoslav leadershiy 
aimed at opposing Yugoslavia to th 
socialist camp and the internation; 
communist movement, may lead 
the loss of the socialist gains mad 
by the Yugoslav people. 
We have the very friendliest fee) 

ings for the fraternal peoples of Yug 
slavia, for the Yugoslav Communist 
those heroes of underground ang A 
partisan struggle. In a number of frat 
questions of foreign policy we hal : 
common views. We shall continy 
to develop trade with Yugoslavi 
on a reciprocal basis. We shall worl 
for cooperation with Yugoslavia i 
all questions of the anti-imperialig 
struggle, for peace, on which our aif of 
titudes coincide. mo 
How will matters stand in th§ pro 

Party sphere? That will depend of pre 
the League of Communists of Yugo} equ 
slavia. Its leadership has isolated if tior 
self from the international Commu coo 
nist movement. Therefore, it is now anc 
up to the League of Communists o cor 
Yugoslavia to make a turn toward§ arr 
rapprochement with the Communil 
Parties on a Marxist-Leninist basisf dey 
This would also be in the interesi§ icy 
of the Yugoslav people. 

* * * i 

The Communist movement ha@ th 
dealt revisionism crushing blows. Big be 
revisionism is not dead yet. It mug pr 
be borne in mind that the imperiag pl 
ists will in every way seek to suppo 
and rally the revisionists. vi 

There is also the need to comb th 
dogmatism and sectarianism, whi m 
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impede the development of Marxist- 
Leninist theory and its creative ap- 
plication, and cause the Communist 
Parties to lose contact with the 
masses. | Lenin’s injunction to 

strengthen the connections with the 
masses, to give utmost heed to the 
voice of the masses, and to stand at 
their head, is sacred to all of us 
Communists. 
As regards relations between the 

fraternal parties within the frame- 
work of the international Commu- 
nist movement, we have always fol- 

approach. Lenin 
taught us that these relations are to 
be built upon the equality and inde- 
pendence of the national detachments 
of the international working-class 
movement, upon the principles of 
proletarian internationalism. It is 
precisely because all the parties have 
equal rights that they maintain rela- 
tions of confidence and voluntary 
cooperation, that they voluntarily 
and consciously seek joint action as 
component elements of a single great 
army of labor. 
All the Communist Parties are in- 

dependent and shape their own pol- 
icy, proceeding from the concrete 
conditions in their respective coun- 
tries. They have scored successes in 
their work, are steadily extending 
their influence, increasing the num- 
ber of their followers, and winning 
prestige in all sections of the peo- 
ple. 
Imperialist ideologists, and the re- 

Visionists who take their cue from 
them, strive in every way to under- 
mine the growing influence of the 

Communist Parties and spread the 
spurious tale about the Communist 
movement being “made in Moscow” 
and about the Communist and Work- 
ers’ Parties being dependent upon the 
Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union. The Yugoslav revisionists, 
who allege that our Party seeks 
“hegemonism” in regard to the other 
parties, show particular zeal. They 
went so far as to include a thesis on 
“hegemonism” in their program. 
They contend that our Party inter- 
feres in the internal affairs of other 
countries and wants to control the 
other Communist Parties. And the 
reactionaries are very grateful to 
the Yugoslav revisionists for this 
slander... . 

It is ridiculous to think that a po- 
litical party of the working class, 
which often has hundreds of thou- 
sands, and sometimes millions of 
members, could be organized in any 
country from outside. No one will 
believe, for example, that the Italian 
Communist Party of 2,000,000, the 
French of 500,000, the Indonesian of 
1,500,000, the Indian of nearly 300,000 
and the other fraternal parties have 
been “established by Moscow” and 
that their members are “foreign 
agents.” 

It was not due to some center 
“planting” Communist Parties in all 
countries that they have come into 
being. No miracle of that kind is 
possible. The history of social de- 
velopment reveals that Marxist par- 
ties come into being with the emer- 
gence and growth of the working 
class. This means that the Commu- 
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nist movement came into being as 
an objective necessity, that it was born 
of the very living conditions of the 
working class in each country. There 
are classes in all the capitalist coun- 
tries and, consequently, there are po- 
litical parties there which represent 
their interests. The Communist Par- 
ties are political parties of the work- 
ing class and they will exist as long 
as there is the working class. 

It is just as naive to think that the 
millions of people in the Communist 
Parties can be told from outside what 
they are to think today and what 
they are to do tomorrow. 
Some say that the “dependence” 

of the Communist and Workers’ Par- 
ties on Moscow is corroborated by 
statements to the effect that the 
CPSU stands at the head of the in- 
ternational communist movement. In 
saying so they refer to the well- 
known clause in the Declaration of 
the Moscow Conference, which says 
that “the camp of socialist states is 
headed by the Soviet Union.” 
The Communists of the Soviet 

Union and of all the other countries 
think that thereby tribute was paid 
to our country and to our working 
class, which has, under the leader- 
ship of the Communist Party headed 
by the great Lenin, been the first to 
carry out the socialist revolution, 
the first to take power. In these 
forty-odd years we have travelled 
a long way along a difficult road of 
struggle and victory and have built 
up a powerful state, the bulwark of 
all the socialist countries and of the 
world communist movement. 
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We convey our hearty thanks tofgmmu 
the fraternal parties for this appre. 
ciation of the historic role of the So 
viet Union and the CPSU. 

It must be emphasized, however, 
that there has always been complete}. how 
equality and independence for allfpsture 
the Communist and Workers’ Par. fratern: 
ties and the socialist countries in the f 
Communist movement and in the} *S* 
socialist camp. The Communist ™*! 
Party of the Soviet Union does not} ™ 
control any of the other parties, the Shei 
Soviet Union does not control any }" ag 
other country. There are no “su n “st 
perior” and “subordinate” parties in}; : 
the Communist movement. All the} ™ 
Communist and Workers’ Parties are} 
equal and independent. All of them] The 
bear responsibility for the destiny fit U 
of the Communist movement, for its f!*¢ SP 
failures and successes. And_ each plism. 
Communist and Workers’ Party bears At © 
responsibility to the working class, fs™,b 
to the working people of its coun Mts” 
try, to the international workers feechi 
and Communist movement. In their fComn 
struggle for working-class interests, built. 
for socialism, the Communist Parties Fe st 
combine the universal tenets of Marx- 
ism-Leninism with the concrete his 
torical and national conditions in 
their countries. Only a Marxist 
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shall 

Leninist Party connected with the fipeak 
working class, with the people of its frards 

detac country, is able to know the concrete § 
conditions of struggle; it alone can pus 
work out a political line conforming whic 
to these conditions and taking ac-psum 
count of the traditions of the work- four 
ing-class movement in its country. 9% 
And this is so in reality. All the for | 
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ommunist and Workers’ Parties ex- 

it and struggle on the basis of com- 

sete independence and proletarian 
internationalism, of voluntary coop- 

eration and mutual assistance. This 
is how our Party understands the 
nature of the relations between the 
fraternal parties. 

As for the Soviet Union, its role 
is not in controlling other countries, 
but in having been the first to blaze 
e trail to socialism for mankind, 

in being the most powerful coun- 
ry in the world socialist system and 
he first to have entered the period 
of extensive building of Commu- 
nism. 

The Communist Party of the So- 
viet Union was built up by Lenin in 
he spirit of proletarian internation- 
lism. We Soviet Communists have 
jot only mastered Marxism-Lenin- 
ism, but have defended it against ene- 
mits of all hues. Guided by this 
eaching, the Soviet people, with the 
ommunist Party at their head, have 

built socialism in grim struggle and 
pre striding confidently forward to 
ommunism, have always loyally fol- 

lowed the great international teach- 
ing of Marx, Engels and Lenin, and 
shall always do so. Figuratively 
peaking, our Communist Party re- 
gards itself as one of the forward 
detachments of the world Commu- 
nist movement, the detachment 
which is the first to be taking the 
summits of Communism. And on 
our way to Communism we shall 
not be stopped by any avalanche 
ot landslide. Nobody can make us 

| 
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turn off the path leading to Com- 
munism. 
We have always held the view, 

and still do so, that none must retire 
to their national “domains” and with- 
draw into their own shells. We 
think that the might of the socialist 
camp must be reinformed in all ways 
and that the unity of the interna- 
tional Communist movement muct 
be further cemented in accordance 
with the principles adopted by all 
the fraternal parties in the Moscow 
Declaration. 

Concern for the solidarity and 
strength of our ranks is the supreme 
international duty of each Commu- 
nist and Workers’ Party. Success in 
the national cause of the working 
lass is inconceivable without the in- 
ternational solidarity of all its detach- 
ments. 
We are brought together by the 

great common purpose of liberating 
the working people, of fighting for 
universal peace. We have one com- 
mon concern—the concern for the 
welfare of nations, for their prosper- 
ity and security, their happy future, 
which can only be achieved on so- 
cialist lines. We are united by the 
great teaching of Marxism-Leninism 
and by the struggle to put it into 
practice. We shall always preserve 
the purity of the Marxist-Leninist 
ideology. We shall fight against op- 
portunists, against revisionists of all 
shades, and shall always be loyal to 
the working class. It is in this that 
we see our international duty to the 
world Communist and_ workers’ 
movement. 



By William Z. Foster 

As the “Year of the Great Leap Forward,” 1958, drew to a close, William 7, 
Foster sent a personal letter of congratulations and analysis to Mao Tse-tung, 
Chairman of the Communist Party of China. Shortly thereafter, an acknowledge. 
ment and commentary upon this letter arrived from Mao; this exchange, which 
we know will be of great interest to our readers, 1s published below in full— 
The Editor. 

December 19, 1958 
Mao Tse-tung 
Chairman, 
Chinese Communist Party 
Dear Comrade and Friend, 
May I extend my heartiest con- 

eratulations to the great Chinese 
people and its Communist Party, 
through you, for the glowing success 
of your tremendous revolution, which 
is now inspiring the world. I am 
sorry that I have not been able to 
come and visit your country in per- 
son, hence I am taking this occasion 
to express these greetings through 
this letter. I am 78 years old; I have 
been confined to my room for the 
past 14 months with a_ paralytic 
stroke; and I am held under two po- 
lice indictments, each of them carry- 
ing penalties of from five to ten years 
in prison—so my chances of getting 
to revolutionary China are pretty 
slim, although I have not given up 
my efforts to get a passport, that will 
enable me to visit the countries of 
Socialism. Incidentally, I hope to get 
better medical treatment in these 
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countries than I can possibly get here 
in the United States. 

Although you undoubtedly know 
it, the Chinese, principally workers, 
have played a very considerable role 
in the history of the Western part 
of the United States. They began \s 
to immigrate into this area in the Po 
early 1850’s, at the time of the famous opp 
Gold Rush in California. From then dn 
on, they were to be found for many “ 
decades in all the mining camps, oe 
lumber woods, ranches, and construc Chin 
tion works of the great West. They te : 
built the principal railroads of Cali }, © 
fornia, and particularly they con 
structed, in the latter 1860’s, the west 
ern half of the Central Pacific Rail 
road, the first transcontinental rail- 
road in America, an heroic achieve 
ment. They had to contend with 
much chauvinism, intimidation, and 
violence, which reached its heights 
during the 1880’s, when the National 
Exclusion Act was passed, which, 
rigidly enforced, practically stopped 
all immigration from Asia. _ This 
treatment was characteristic of how 
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hmerican capitalists have always 
reated national minorities, worst of 

| those of a different color, such 

s the American Indians, Negroes, 
apanese, Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, 
Filipinos, etc. In the early years of 
he immigration, as many as 100,000 
Phinese came in one year to the 
United States. There are still, de- 
pite highly restrictive governmental 
blicies, about 118,000 Chinese in the 
United States, and small colenies of 
hem, occasionally marked with dis- 
inctive Chinese architecture and cus- 
oms, are to be found in such lead- 
ag cities as San Francisco, Los An- 
eles, Seattle, Chicago, and New 
Fork, These masses, as you know, 
have been profoundly stirred by the 
Chinese Revolution. 

As an American worker, I am 
bshamed of the outrageous policy 
pf intimidation, employed by the 
great monopolies which control the 

Prperialisti government of the 
United States, to try to strangle the 
Chinese Revolution, and to prevent 
the Chinese people from carrying 
forward their heroic achievements in 
the building of Socialism and Com- 
unism. In the domineering rela- 

ionship that the United States is 
tying to force upon China in the 

Flaiwan Straits, and in its general 
support of the Chiang Kai-shek ban- 
dits, is to be found a true reflection 
of a brutal imperialism which until 
ecently was enforced all over Asia, 
Africa, and Latin America, 
which is now rapidly being ended 
by the rise of the Chinese, Indian, 
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African and Latin-American peoples 
of those areas. 
What insolence the American im- 

perialists have, to try to force such 
a policy as they now have towards 
China. They would cry out in wild 
indignation if any power were to at- 
tempt such outrages in their ports 
and against their country as they are 
daily practicing against People’s 
China. They have brought their 
battleships to the very coast of China; 
they are attempting to bomb, capture, 
and hold Chinese cities; they are 
carrying through an unparalleled eco- 
nomic blockade; they are trying to 
bar the Chinese people from proper 
representation in the United Nations; 
they keep the threat of imperialist 
war hanging constantly over the 
heads of the Chinese people, strug- 
gling in a heroic fashion to free 
themselves from the poverty and 
misery which grew out of the tyran- 
ny and oppression of the past. 

But the Chinese people, in their 
swiftly growing strength, can afford 
to laugh at these gymnastics of the 
“paper tiger.” They know that the 
American blockade and war threats 
cannot possibly prevent the growth 
of Chinese Socialism. Particularly 
do the imperialists know that they 
are powerless against the internation- 
al solidarity of the Socialist world, 
headed by the Soviet Union, and of 
which People’s China is such a vital 
part. Immense China is irresistibly 
expanding, and all the power of 
world imperialism cannot stop it. 
Before long, the United States will 
find itself in an entirely untenable 
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position with relation to People’s 
China. It must retreat; already it is 
learning that its erstwhile policy of 
counter-revolution against China, is 
full of disaster to itself. Throughout 
America, there is a strong and grow- 
ing resentment against the Eisen- 
hower-Dulles-Truman anti-Chinese 
policy. This was undoubtedly a pow- 
erful factor in the decisive political 
defeat of the Eisenhower Republi- 
cans in the November, 1958 elec- 
tions. The expanding conviction is 
that these policies must end in dis- 
aster for the United States unless 
they are rescinded. Already there 
are vast numbers of Americans, not 
only workers, but large sections of 
other classes as well, who realize that 
the United States has got hold of the 
unconquerable Chinese Dragon by 
the tail, and the sooner it lets go the 
better for itself. 
A deplorable feature of the situa- 

tion, is the insufficient level of re- 
sistance, developed by the American 
working class against this imperial- 
istic abuse of the Chinese people. As 
you know, however, the important 
trade unions of America are headed 
by men who have no Socialist ideol- 
ogy, and who have not even built a 
Labor Party. Frequently, they are 
as violent war-mongers as the capi- 
talists themselves. Their sense of 
international solidarity, especially to- 
wards Socialist peoples and people 
generally who have suffered from 
imperialist oppression, is very low. 
Nevertheless, during the Korean 
War, from 1950 to 1953, there was a 
strong opposition waged by the ad- 
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vanced workers of the United States, 
under the leadership of the Com. 
munist Party, and in the face of un- 
paralleled government oppression, 
The prestige of People’s China is 
constantly and rapidly rising in the 
United States. American public opin- 
ion is in a state of continual amaze- 
ment at the revolutionary achieve. 
ments of the Chinese people. 
During the past generation or 50, 

the great question has been the swift 
Socialist development of the USSR, 
which has amazed the whole world. 
It has been my good fortune to have 
seen this revolutionary development 
from close up, having visited the 
Soviet Union thirteen times since the 
earliest days of the revolution. Now 
there is the spectacular Seven Year 
plan, which will surely give world 
Socialism an unprecedented shove 
ahead. It has been a great inspire 
tion to watch the Socialist overtake 
the capitalist countries one after the 
other. Above all, is the realization 
of Lenin’s slogan for “overtaking 
and surpassing” the United States 
by the Soviet Union. The meaning of 
this is clear for all to understand. 
It signifies the overcoming of the old 
capitalist world by the new world of 
Socialism. The USSR is blazing the 
way for the world, industrially, theo- 
retically, culturally. Increasingly, 
those capitalists who are not utterly 
blinded by ignorance and _ hatred 
are beginning to realize this. Now 
comes People’s China, in its turn, to 
startle the world with its incredible 
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and imperialist war, are bearing their 
fnal fruit of marvelous Socialist de- 
velopment. I must say that not only 
am I thrilled at the tremendous 
gowth registered, but I am literally 
overwhelmed by it. The current 
“great leap forward” in China is 
simply studded with dazzling 
achievements, both industrial and 
agricultural. The perspective of 
China, which for decades was pre- 
sumed to be hopelessly decrepit, now 
blazing ahead, with the perspective 
of surpassing Great Britain—once 
the outstanding leader of the capital- 
ist world—in a very few years, is 
imply overwhelming in its revolu- 
tionary implications. I am especially 
intrigued by the new communes 
being set up throughout the country 
at the usual Chinese lightning-like 
pace. This undoubtediy will still 
further hasten the extremely rapid 
rate of Chinese revolutionization. 

But the wonder of the communes is 
matched largely by the marvelous 
democratization in steel, chemicals, 
agriculture, etc. that your people are 
bringing about. To one raised in a 
capitalist industrial country such as 
the United States, where the indus- 
tries are so heavily massed in gigantic 
plants, it is hardly believeable that 
the Chinese people could carry on 
such an enormous industry with such 
tiny units. And unless I am very 
much mistaken, the presence of these 
small units will hasten, not retard, 
the growth of the very largest and 
most efficient industrial plants. One 
can hardly imagine how far advanced 
the Chinese will be by the time the 
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historic Soviet Seven Year Plan is 
completed. With what enthusiasm 
the Chinese people are building So- 
cialism, after having been robbed 
and abused so many years by the 
local exploiters and foreign imper- 
ialists!) The American people can 
hardly be said to understand faintly, 
even, the tremendous events that are 
now taking place in the Socialization, 
and even the beginning of Commu- 
nization, in China. 
The United States, which looks 

with hostility, even though it does 
not understand what it sees, is notori- 
ous for the hatred with which it is 
treating People’s China. This in spite 
of the fact that the American people 
as a whole have a kindly feeling for 
the Chinese masses. The dominant 
imperialists, however, are using every 
possible means to defeat the country 
and to prevent the growth of its 
industrial system. Underlying this 
hatred is real fear. The imperialists 
who own and govern the United 
States know very well that if they 
find it impossible, as they do, to 
dominate the world in the face of 
the militant USSR, they will find it 
doubly impossible when alongside of 
the Soviet Union, they have to con- 
front a People’s China at its side, 
doubly or triply strengthened by a 
few more years of growth. The con- 
tinued expansion of the USSR and 
of People’s China, will mean not 
only the growth of these two coun- 
tries individually, but of world So- 
cialism as such. The hopes of the 
American imperialists and_ their 
running dog, Chiang Kai-shek, are 
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more than foolish in thinking that 
People’s China can be overthrown 
by an attack from the uotside, and 
they are even more idiotic in believ- 
ing that swiftly expanding China 
can be overthrown by an internal 
revolt. 

In my opinion the combined So- 
cialist countries are already much 
stronger than the combined imper- 
ialist countries. Perhaps the most de- 
finite sign of this is the ability of the 
Socialist countries, exercised for the 
last ten years, to prevent the im- 
perialist countries from carrying out 
the general war that they have had 
so much in mind in this period. Un- 
doubtedly, the imperialists, coming 
out of World War II, with no war 
damage done to the United States, 
with their monopoly of the atom 
bomb, with their enormous spread 
of an industrial and military machine, 
and with practically all the Socialist 
countries, including the USSR and 
China, deeply devastated by World 
War II, they thought they would 
have an easy time of it to knock out 
Socialism and to establish their Amer- 
ican imperialist control throughout 
the world. But they were completely 
disappointed—the revolutionary peo- 
ple not only fought the imperialist 
armies, led by America, to a stand- 
still in China, Korea, and Indo- 
China, but they also built up a 
powerful military machine of their 
own, and most of all they broke the 
atom bomb monopoly of the United 
States. 

Altogether, they made it quite im- 
possible for the imperialists to wage 
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their hoped-for world war. The 
latter could not have won such a 
war anyway; all they could have 
succeeded in doing was to bring 
about the destruction of the capitalist 
system and the spread of world So- 
cialism. But they could have never- 
theless largely devastated the world, 
which the Socialist peoples, as the 
elementary force of world peace, 
would have to prevent at all costs, 
This decisive defeat of the imper- 
ialists came to a head at the “summit” 
conference of 1955 in Geneva. In my 
opinion this defeat was basic for the 
capitalist system. The world task 
now, as I see it, is for the revolu- 
tionary forces to push ahead with the 
building of world Socialism, while 
at the same time they hold the cap 
italist warmongers in leash. Admit 
tedly, this is an extremely difficult 
task. But it is a fatal process for the 
capitalist system. Peaceful coexistence 
must be fought for militantly.* 
The capitalist general crisis grows 

more difficult. All the big capitalist 
countries are sick, and getting sicker, 
despite their war-bred prosperity and 
their Keynesian policies for meeting 
the cyclical economic crisis. In the 
United States, there are now well o 
to 4 million unemployed, and the 
whole economic system is shaky. 
There is real pessimism and confv- 

sion in the ranks of the capitalists, 

*The New York Times in a dispatch from 
Hong Kong, citing this communication from 
Foster, ‘“‘quoted’’ only this sentence and rendered 
the word “‘militantly” to read “militarily.” A let 
ter from Foster to the Times calling this mistake" 
to the paper’s attention was ignored by the Editor; 
but somewhat later, again in a dispatch dated 

Hong Kong, and well buried in a_ one-inch item, 
the Times made the correction.—Ed. 
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particularly since the launching of 
the Soviet Sputnik, and the sensa- 
tions that were created here regard- 
ing the Soviet educational system and 

scientific progress. Never were the 
imperialists so deeply alarmed at the 
Soviet’s progress as now. They know 
very well that they and their col- 
kagues are now incapable of run- 
ning the world. They do not dare 
even to think of what the situation 
will be once People’s China really 
gets under full steam in its economic, 
political, and cultural development. 
No wonder that the churches are 
gowing so rapidly; capitalism is 
turning more and more to prayer to 
try to save itself. 
As things now are, and as will 

increasingly be the case, the Socialist 
countries and their allies now have 
the essential responsibility for lead- 
ing the world. They are definitely res- 
ponsible for saving it from the 
disasters created by a decaying cap- 
italism which is trying to save itself, 
while they push ahead with their 
constructive Socialist program. They 
have to prevent imperialist war; they 
have to avert capitalist sabotage of 
the progress of the world: they have 
to shield mankind from the repeated 
disasters of economic crisis. They 
have to push through with the de- 
lense of the countries of Socialism 
and anti-colonialism; they have to 
bring about the industrialization of 
the less-developed countries; they 
have to increasingly civilize the world 
i many directions; they have to 
protect and advance the people in 
connection with the innumerable 
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tasks of world Socialism. They have 
to overcome capitalist pests that are 
undermining humanity. 

In recent years, the world Socialist 
forces, and their tasks, grow more 
and more complicated, and yet more 
simple. The Socialist Revolution is 
proceeding along three major chan- 
nels: First, there are the definitely 
Socialist countries, possessing polit- 
ical power, armed with Communist 
Parties, and guided by Marxism- 
Leninism—they are the real leaders 
of the Revolution. Second, there are 
the many anti-colonial countries that 
have broken from the imperialists; 
they are not as clear-sighted revolu- 
tionists as the first group, but they 
are essentially anti-imperialist in 
nature, and their masses are mani- 
festly related politically to the So 
cialist countries rather than to the 
imperialist countries. Third, there are 
the mass democratic organizations in 
the capitalist countries—such as the 
workers’ political parties, trade 
unions, cooperatives, women and 
youth organizations, peasant move- 
ments, national groups, etc., running 
to many scores of millions. These 
democratic bodies, often led by op- 
portunists and possessing pro-capital- 
ist programs, are not so easy, how- 
ever, to identify as vital segments of 
the revolutionary movement, and 
this is too often not done. Despite 
their leadership, however, which is 
often anti-revolutionary, their masses 
are by their history and by their 
daily struggles a part of the funda- 
mentally revolutionary movement. 
They reflect the revolution in the im- 
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perialist-capitalist countries. The splendid fighting qualities. amo! 
clear-cut Socialist movement of the Meanwhile, the capitalist class has } (P" 
world should realize this fact more built a powerful and a relentless § 4" 
clearly and be more definitely guided organization. With about one half § 
by it. We must give concrete leader- of the production of the capitalist |  ! 
ship to all three of these main chan- world, they have come to dominate § “4? 

nels of revolutionary, or potentially the capitalist world very largely, call 
revolutionary, forces, no matter how they have constructed a huge has 
different may be their immediate capitalist system, and they would °Y ‘ 
problems, leadership, programs, and dominate the entire world, Socialis talis 
tactics of struggle. as well as capitalist, if they possessed this 
The United States, at least until the power to do so. But there is the § ™Y 

the present time, has been one of the greatest limit upon their power. the 
hardest lands in the world in which With all their wealth and strength, det 
to build a Socialist movement—its they have not been able to bring the § 
difficulties are vastly different, for ex- Socialist forces of the world under (fri 
ample, than those of China. The their control. Here is their fatal weak- § " s 
American labor movement dates back ness, a think that will eventually} "| 
to the American Revolution, of 1776 bring about their ruin. -_ 
—in respect to some of its features, Under these harsh circumstances, § 84" 
such as local labor papers, local labor the American workers and their allies f° 
parties, etc——it is about as old, or have not been able to construct the 
even older, than that of Great Britain. powerful revolutionary movement. f %° 
I was practically raised in the labor True, they have built, under infinite f P™ 
movement. My first strike was in difficulties, a trade union movement Pat 
1893; I joined the Socialist Party in of some 18 million members; the ope 
1900; I became a syndicalist in 1909; Negro people, 18 million strong, are} 
and I joined the Communist Party the most militant section of the § De 
early in 1921. The United States got American working class, and have - 
its first Marxists (German immi- strong organizations; there are pow. Tr 
grants, many of them co-workers of erful farmer movements; also yout FY 
Marx and Engels) in the 1850’s, and and women’s movements, etc. These rf 
its first Socialist Party was formed organized millions, despite unreli th 
in 1876. During this long period, able leadership, and imperialist cor me 
the country was notorious for the ruption policies on the part of the F 
violence of the class struggle; many employers, are able to exercise a fore i 
of the hardest fought strikes in the which exerts a very considerable in- 
history of the industrial world took fluence upon the course of the coun- Pa 
place in the United States. Time and __ try. 
again, the American working class, They have not done so well ideol- 
made up of innumerable racial and ogically, however, as organizatonally. 
national groups, has proved its Marxist Socialism is very weak 
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among them; their predominant idea 

(pressed upon them by the tremen- 

dously powerful capitalist propa- 
ganda machine) is a confused sort 

of Rooseveltian Keynesim (People’s 
Capitalism, the capitalist ideologues 
call it.) As American imperialism 

has made its tremendous progress, 
by semi-subjugating the other cap:- 
talist and undeveloped countries, 

this situation has grown worse. Thus, 

fifty years ago, about one-fourth of 
the trade union movement openly 
defended Marxism; now, if one 
should give the figure as ten percent 
(fringe unions) it would be putting 
it strong. There is no Labor Party 
in the United States, nor have the 
workers any other mass political or- 
ganization of their own. In their 
overwhelming majority, insofar as 
they function politically at all, they 
go along with the two old capitalist 
parties, principally the Democratic 
Party, both controlled by the mon- 
opolists. The several Left parties are 
very weak. There is also no Social- 
Democratic Party at all, except a tiny 
sect of three or four thousand. The 
Trotskyites are also a tiny group, 
and of even less significance; and 
the Socialist Labor Party (DeLeon) 
also has but a very small fraction. In 
the recent elections, the Democratic 

Party and the Republican Party 
polled at least 4o million votes that 
should have gone to a Popular Front 
party, while the combined five Left- 

wing parties polled hardly one 
hundred thousand votes nationally. 
From the foregoing pages, show- 
ing deficiencies of the American la- 
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bor movement, it would seem that 
this country is in an almost impos- 
sible pesition in fighting its way to- 
wards Socialism. But it would be a 
mistake to undersell the American 
working class. Despite its present 
poor showing in the period of full- 
blown American imperialism, it has 
a good fighting record. Besides, there 
is a new element entering into the 
picture, which we would do well not 
to overlook. This is the influence of 
the international democratic and So- 
cialist fores upon the American situa- 
tion. In many respects, this is of 
great importance to the American 
working masses. Take for instance, 
the situation of the Negro people; 
obviously the strong democratic in- 
fluence of the world has compelled 
the United States capitalists to 
modify in very material respects their 
outrageous Jim-Crow system, which 
has been forced upon the Negro peo- 
ple for centuries past. Thus, in the 
United States Army, the government 
has been compelled to abolish the 
Jim-Crow system which separates 
troops into white and Negro regi- 
ments, as it would be impossible to 
bring troops of this segregated char- 
acter into the modern democratic 
world outside of the United States 
without being severely condemned. 
By the same token, the United 

States has been compelled by foreign 
democratic pressure to outlaw its 
purely white schools, hotels, buses, 
etc. and to admit Negroes to them, 
at least formally. Of course, every 
means is taken to evade these laws. 
It has also been compelled to put 
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a bridle upon the lynch murders of 
Negroes, which not so long ago 
were frequent and shocking occur- 
rences. This foreign pressure in be- 
half of the Negroes has been an 
enormous factor in the American 
class struggle. By the same token, 
the American imperialists have been 
compelled to at least soften some of 
the hitherto unbridled exploitation 
and barbaric oppression of the white 
workers that were common in the 
United States, such as Ku-Klux- 
Klanism, McCarthyism, and the like. 
These foreign democratic tendencies, 
we may be sure, will become more 
and more prevalent, and more and 
more powerful. Undoubtedly, jnter- 
national democratic pressure gave 
considerable assistance to the resist- 
ance of the American workers in the 
recent defeat of menacing McCarthy- 
ism in the United States. The imper- 
ialists in the United States will find 
that in order to defend their barbaric 
system in the United States, they 
have to contend not only with the 
working forces in the United States, 
but increasingly on a world scale. 
The United States could not appear 
effectively as the leader of the “Dem- 
ocratic” world if it allowed such 
outrages to proceed unmolested in 
its own territory. 
Throughout its history, the Com- 

munist Party did very much better 
than any other Left Party. It had 
ordinarily from three to ten times as 
many members, and vastly more in- 
fluence, than all of them put together. 
This was because it was based upon 
Marxism-Leninism in its theory and 
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practice. Despite numerous mistake 
made, our Party was incomparabl 
more effective among the mass 
than the other parties. Around 19; 
it reached a figure of approximate 
80,000 members. About this tim: 
our Party began to meet with a seri 
of disasters, the substance of whid 
was a continuing attack by ruthleg 
imperialism upon the Party. Theg 
disasters included: the expulsion fron 
the CIO in 1940 of 11 Left union 
with about one million member 
the Browder revisionist Party leade: 
ship (which actually abolished th 
Party), and which cost the Par 
about 15,000 lost members; th 
violent war propaganda carried o 
by the government, many trade unioj 
leaders, etc., which adversely affected 
many members; the long govem 
ment offensive against the Pa 
(beginning about 1948), includin 
the arrests and jailings of many leaf 
ers and the driving of the Party d 
most entirely underground, whid 
cost the Party many thousands a 
members; a number of mistaks 
made by the Party, such as the for 
mation of the Progressive Party 1 
1948, which also cost us many thou 
sands of members; the effects of th 
Stalin Cult of the Individual, whic 
seriously undermined Socialist prop. 
ganda in the United States; and @ 
along the poisonous effects of Ame: 
ican prosperity corruption, with ij 
theory of American exceptionalist 
and the like. Altogether, in 1955, th 
Party developed an acute crisis 0 
revisionism, which almost destroye 
the Party. This meant the loss « 
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many more thousands of members. 

As things stand now, our Party, with 

its membership reduced to a very 

low figure, is gradually recovering 

from the serious crisis, in which it 

has been living. In the main, the re- 
yisionists are defeated. Undoubtedly, 

American imperialism, with its many 
agents, has been trying to demolish 
the Party, but has failed. 
The foregoing may give you some 

valid pictures of the situation in the 
United States, as well as indicate my 
own admiration of the splendid Chi- 
nese Communist Party under your 
leadership. I hope that, in spite of 
all difficulties, the time will come 
when I may be able to see you and 
become acquainted with you at first 
hand. I trust that your health is of 
the best. Please give my best regards 
to all your comrades. 

Comradely yours, 
Wo. Z. Foster 

P.S.—I am sorry that I cannot sign 
my name, since my right arm is 
still paralyzed. 

MAO’S REPLY 

Jan. 17, 1959 

Dear Comrade Foster: 
Thank you ever so much for your 

letter of December 10, 1958. From 
your letter, full of warmth and 
enthusiasm, I could see you, the soul 
of the great Communist Party of 
the United States, and the soul of the 
great working class and people of 
the United States. 
The Chinese people know that 

United States imperialism has done 

many bad things to China and to 
the whole world as well; they un- 
derstand that only the United States 
ruling group is bad, while the people 
of the United States are very good. 
Among the American people, al- 
though many of them have not yet 
awakened, only a tiny part are bad, 
the overwhelming majority are good. 
Friendly relations between the Chi- 
nese and American peoples will 
eventually break down the barriers 
put up by Dulles and his like and 
develop more extensively with each 
passing day. 

Although the Communist Party 
of the United States is temporarily 
in a situation which is none too 
smooth, your struggle is highly sig- 
nificant and is bound to bear rich 
fruit. Dark night has its end. The 
reactionary forces of the United States 
are now running their heads into 
stone walls everywhere, which shows 
that they will not have many days 
to rule. Right now, over there in 
your country, the situation in which 
“the enemy is strong and we are 
weak” is entirely a temporary phen- 
omenon. It will certainly develop in 
the opposite direction. 

Allow me, on behalf of the Com- 
munist Party of China and the Chi- 
nese people, to extend hearty greet- 
ings to you, glorious fighter and 
leader of the American working 
class, and wish you an early recovery. 
I warmly welcome your coming to 
China for medical treatment and 
convalescence, if it is possible for 
you to do so. 

With Communist greetings. 
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Back in the sports section of a recent issue of the New York Times (Feb, in Wi 

5, 1959, Pp. 40, to be precise) appeared an item that seemed to me quite out of the ( 
place; I didn’t even find it sporting. It consumed two inches, was datelined | ™ 
Ciudad Trujullo and read, in its entirety, this way: Cong 

sione 

Two US. Representatives delivered words of praise for Generalissimo - 
Rafael L. Trujillo today at a joint session of the Dominican Republic’s Carle 
Congress. and 

Gardner R. Withrow, Republican of Wisconsin, said the country 
had been fortunate with a Government that had brought peace and -_ 

prosperity. Donald L. Jackson, Republican of California, referring to n C 
the strongman label given to General Trujillo, said the history of all 
nations was the history of men who were strong. He said the people 
of the United States venerated the strong men of their history. & 

There are several puzzling matters connected with this news item, in addi- ship 
tion to its being put in the sports section of the paper. For example, with the B” ° 
United States Congress in session what were Representatives from Wisconsin whe 
and California doing in the Dominican Republic’s Congress? Had they gotten Rob 
lost, wandered in, and decided that one Congress was as good as another? ve 
Who paid their travel expenses down to Trujillo-land? Were Withrow and 
Jackson representing the U.S. Congress; were their speeches delivered in some 
sort of personal capacity, or were they official greetings? 

In what school of democracy did Congressman Jackson learn that history 
was made by Strong Men; does not Congressman Jackson take an oath to 
uphold the Constitution, whose opening words are: “We, the People. . . .”; 
does he think this is a mis-print for, “We, a few Strong Men .. .”? It was 
somewhat inappropriate, I thought, to speak with moderation, for a US. 
Congressman to stand within earshot of a murdering and plundering and 
torturing Generalissimo, just one week before the birthday of Abraham Lin- 
coln, and tell him that the American people have always venerated strong 
men. 

The timing of the Withrow-Jackson visit was interesting, too. It followed 
by a few months the greetings brought the same Dominican Congress and 
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fuchrer by Senators Eastland and Jenner; while Jenner has since retired, East- 
nd remains, and heads the Judiciary Committee of the U.S. Senate. It 
ocurred as all Latin-Americans were hailing the overthrow of Batista, at 
tht very moment in refuge in the Dominican Republic. It came as Trujillo 
was reinforcing his borders and buying new death-dealing instruments from 
Free World operators. And it came as the press was announcing the ex- 
istence, since 1947, of an American-wide mutual assistance pact, including 
the United States and the Dominican Republic, whereby all signatories pledged 
the use of their navies to withstand attempted landings or invasions upon the 
coasts of any one of them. Folks on the East Coast and Gulf Coast of the 
United States may rest easier now—Trujillo’s fleet is pledged to assist ours 
in warding off an invasion; and Trujillo has been pledged the assistance of 
the United States Navy! That is a sporting arrangement if I ever saw one! 

While praise for Trujillo was reverberating in the halls of the Dominican 
Congress, the rafters rang, in the halls of our own Congress, with impas- 
sioned denunciations of the “barbarism” of the revolutionary justice being 
meted out in Cuba. Others, especially Joseph North in The Worker and 
Carleton Beals in The Nation and Christian Century, have made the necessary 
and valid comments on this: the silence in Congress while Batista’s regime 
was slaughtering twenty thousand patriots; U.S. diplomatic, military and fi- 
nancial support to the Batista-torture regime; the one-billion dollar investment 
in Cuba by U.S. Big Business which dominates as it exploits that nation’s 
tconomy. 

I would add a thought that I have not seen others express. Just as the law 
is fundamentally an expression of class rule, so the extreme penalty of the law 
—apital punishment—has been applied with careful regard for class relation- 
ships. In the Middle Ages “pleading clergy”—i.e., literacy—made one immune 
to execution, for the very good reason that the poor were illiterate. Since then, 
wherever class-exploitative societies have existed, this pattern has appeared; 
Robert E. Lee and Jefferson Davis are unharmed and later beatified, but Nat 
Turner and John Brown are hanged and later labelled insane. The gallows, 
electric chair and gas chamber in the United States have taken the life of not 
a single millionaire, but they have claimed their victims among the poor, 
despised—and, especially, the non-white—by the thousands. 

It is this point, in a way, that Milton emphasized when he hailed Cromwell’s 
execution of Charles; the King’s head is no better than another man’s and 
if it tops a treasonous body, let it be removed. With the stroke of the axe, felt 
Milton, would be uprooted the idea of the King’s divinity, an idea that had 
cost humanity oceans of blood. And now, here in Cuba, stood in the dock the 
captains and the majors, the high and mighty ones. For them to smash the 
skull of a peasant, and rape his wife were routine matters necessary to the main- 
tenance of “law and order”; besides, what was the worth of a peasant’s head 
and who was concerned with the feelings of a poor woman? Now to have 
the major and the captain in the dock and to have the peasant’s son and wife 
Point accusing fingers and demand justice and to get it is analagous to, but 
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more important than, having Cromwell behead Charles and having Milo 
hail it as a stroke for human freedom. 

That is why Honorable Gentlemen in the U.S. Congress and leading editor 
writers of the Free World press, who kept mum when Batista turned all Cy 
into a human abattoir, now cry havoc when the butchers are stopped in the 
bloody work and are made to suffer the extreme penalty for their viciousnes 
That is why Luce’s Life magazine gloried in the pictures showing scores ¢ W 

victims being shot down in cold blood and being hanged by their ankles anf 25 
being burned alive in the streets of Budapest by “Freedom Fighters”; and wh he 
that same magazine was horrified at the executions by firing squads, after sun 2 
mary trials, of Batista’s Bloody Boys. w 

II w 

Two notes have crept into the reports from Washington concerning amg % 
policy that are of the gravest consequence. One indicates that serious though { 
again is being given at the highest level to “preventive” war; the other is tg 4 
calm assumption that atomic and nuclear weapons now constitute convention ti 
weapons so far as the U.S. government is concerned. As for the first, Newswel— 
of February 5, 1959, under the heading “Inside Story,” said these though 1 
were circulating in the Pentagon: 

Stop promising piously that the U.S. will not strike the first blow and 
never start a war. Make it clear that we will do just that if forced to by F , 
the Soviets. That startling switch in policy is being urged behind closed 
doors by top Air Force strategists. f 

This trial balloon is not as “startling” as Newsweek says; in Truma 
Administration, Secretary of the Navy Matthews openly advocated the launchis 
of a preventive war against the Soviet Union. Moreover, as was pointed 0 
in these pages some months ago (October, 1958) the President of the Unit 
States has stated that he did not believe it was U.S. policy necessarily to w 
for the first blow in the next major war. 

Readers of Political Affairs might want to ask their Representatives # 
Senators and the President who these “top Air Force strategists” were; by w 
authority were they dropping loud hints of the need for “preventive” w 
and what was being done to stop such monstrous talk and to discipline offit 
responsible for it? 

The remark concerning alteration in weapons policy was not made in! 
form of a rumor and did not come from unnamed sources. It appeared, ¢ 
the contrary, in testimony offered before the House Armed Services Comm! 
by Secretary of Defense McElroy. The Associated Press dispatch from W: 
ington, dated Feb. 4., conveyed the heart of Mr. McElroy’s testimony in the 
two paragraphs: 

Mr. McElroy said conventional forces suitable for limited conflicts are 
being maintained, but he went on to say that a conflict on the scale of 
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the Korean one would not be considered today as a limited war. 
Reminded that American forces in Korea operated under orders not 

to use nuclear weapons, he said: ‘It was limited to weapons, but I think 

there is some doubt as to whether it would be so limited today.’ 

The Defense Secretary of the United States is stating that a future Korean 
War would not be considered a limited one, that it would be fought, so far 
as the United States is concerned, with every weapon at its command. In this, 
he is altering drastically the scope of what was hitherto generally held to be 
a limited war; he is dropping practically all limitations upon the use of all 
weapons, and he is sliding over the distinction hitherto made not only between 
conventonal weapons and atomic weapons, but that made between conventional 
weapons and nuclear weapons. The Eisenhower Administration moved slowly 
and without public preparation to adopt the view that atomic weapons were 
conventional ones; it has reorganized the armed forces into pentatonic divisions 
for the employment of atomic weapons and the tables of equipment of U.S. 
divisions have been altered in acordance with this change. But the Administra- 
tion seems now to have dropped the distinction between atomic and nuclear 
weapons—a distinction in destructiveness as great as the difference between 
TNT and atomic weapons.* 

If this is added to the renewed “preventive” war talk; the press conference 
of the President where support was offered to such talk; and the remark by 
the President at that same press conference that he did not “think” the use of 
atomic weapons had to wait on the personal authorization of the President 
but that theatre commanders were now empowered to use such weapons if they 
felt their command was in danger—if all this is added together, one has a 
development in State Department and Defense Department policy of the most 
dire portent for humanity. 

Increasingly one notes discussions of the techniques of launching “preven- 
tive” wars, with military experts considering not whether this should be done, 
but how it should be done. There was, for example, the long article by Colonel 
Richard S. Leghorn in the U.S. News and World Report some time ago (Jan. 
28, 1955), urging that, in a preventive war, our initial assault be directed not 
at major cities, but rather at the retaliatory forces of the USSR. 

Very recently, Bernard Brodie—Senior Staff Member of the RAND corpo- 
ration—the civilian, strategic-planning arm of the U.S. Air Force—noted for 
two very influential studies (The Absolute Weapon, 1946, and A Guide to 
Naval Strategy, 1958) in a preliminary report on “The Anatomy of Deterrence” 
(World Politics, Jan. 1959) wrote the following paragraph, of some length and 
of greater consequence: 

The philosophy of deterrence also takes account of the enormous Amer- 
ican cultural resistances to hitting first in a period of threatened total war. 

ee 

* For data explaining the difference between atomic and nuclear weapons see Linus Pauling, 
No More War! (N. Y., Dodd, Mead, $3.50), especially pp. 14-31. 
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This is not to say that it is out of the question that we should do so. It is 
possible that we will build so much automaticity and sensitivity into 
our retaliatory response that it could be triggered by an ‘indication of 
hostile intent’ rather than an hostile act. Such a development would 
probably be attributable more to absent-mindedness on the part of our 
political leaders than to design, but such absent-mindedness is common- 
place in peacetime in the area of strategic decision, Also, we must not 
forget that there is likely to be a threshold of “intolerable provocation’ 
short of direct attack upon us, even though we cannot determine before 
the event where that threshold is or ought to be. 

These general considerations, moreover, must be placed within the contex 
of the mounting tension relative to Berlin and the entire German question, 
where the State Department seems intent on maneuvering the United State 
into the position of occupying forever a split German, half of it directed by 
rehabilitated Nazis, and dotted with missile bases pointing east and 
manned and loaded with hydrogen-bomb war-heads. And in the mids 

1959 

oS 

of this delightfully peaceful posture, eminent figures calmly discuss “shooting 
our way” into Berlin; Admiral Burke of the Joint Chiefs of Staff tells the Char. 
leston, S.C. Chamber of Commerce on Feb. 19 that “we” can utterly destroy 
the USSR; and Professor Henry A. Kissinger, director of the Internationa 

Studies Institute at Harvard, and author of the very influential study, Nuclea 
Weapons and Limited Warfare* announces, in Hamburg on Feb. 9, that he 
would favor total war if necessary in order to protect “the freedom of Berlin.” 

Ill 

The power of the advocates of such a fate for mankind happily is far from 
unlimited; which is why such a fate has not yet befallen mankind, and may 
be averted altogether. Yet their power continues immense and their tempting 
of the fates goes on. Enough of this is made public—tardily, of course—to prove 
the critical need for the sharpest reversal of U.S. foreign policy. 

Stewart Alsop, the syndicated and reactionary columnist, writes in the Satu: 
day Evening Post (Dec. 13, 1958) on “The Story Behind Quemoy.” He state 
that the Central Intelligence Agency of the United States played a major rolt 
in almost precipitating war between the United States and China. Alsop declares 
that since 1950 the CIA has supported and directed armed raids upon the 
Chinese mainland repeatedly and that these were sometimes of battalion strength. 
Alsop writes that a CIA cover operation under the name “Western Enterprises 
Inc.” has been in charge of raids upon the mainland from Quemoy and the 
Tachens, and that these raids were a basic stimulant of the “brinks” which 
almost brought the world to the ultimate catastrophe. 

Charles Edmundson, former Washington correspondent of Fortune and at 

various times in the employ of the U.S. Foreign Service, writes in the February, 

* Reviewed at length by the editor in the issue of July, 1957. 
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1959 Progressive not only of the CIA activities against China, but adds: 

Not long ago I asked a distinguished career ambassador, “When CIA 
operatives are at work in the country to which you are accredited, don’t 
the incidents which they create shape policy in such a way as to take 
control largely out of your hands?’ ‘I couldn’t agree with you more,’ the 
ambassador replied. He told of CIA activities in his country which has 
damaged American prestige and influence over a whole continent. 

In view of such charges and such data, from writers of this type—and the 
abundance of additional, fully documented material*—is it not the duty of 

those who value the good name of the United States, who favor the democratic 
process in government, and who do not want war, to protest this scandal and 
todemand a thorough investigation of the CIA, a revamping of its policies, and 
its subordination to the control of the Congress of the United States, from which 
today it is entirely, though unconstitutionally, free? 

IV 

In the United States there is a continuing and developing tendency to deny 
the postulates of democracy and to insist that the whole idea of democratic 
government is a myth for children or a facade to hide from the naive the basic 
realities of social order. The material root feeding the development of this 
ideological trend is the mounting pressure generated by capitalism in crisis. 
Within the United States, because of the relatively high standard of living still 
possible, the trend shows itself most clearly in efforts to rationalize United States 
foreign policy, which increasingly serves as the bulwark of ultra-reactionary 
regimes and the chief obstacle to efforts at social progress. 

While the effectiveness of the whole democratic apparatus within our 
own country has been severely undercut in recent years—by militarization, 
pureacratization, the spread of secrecy, the corruption of regulatory agencies,** 
etc—it is in the crucial areas of military and foreign policy that effective control 
has been taken out of the hands of the people and, in fact, out of the hands 
of the Congress. An excellent account of just how this has been done, going 
back to 1946 and carrying the story to mid-1957 will be found in the study of 
Arms and the State, by Walter Millis, with Harvey C. Mansfield and Harold 
Stein (Twentieth Century Fund, N. Y., $4). 

One level of the rationalization—the daily newspaper level, as it were—is 
typified in a recent column by C, L. Sulzberger, in the N. Y. Times (Jan. 5, 

—_—— 

* Readers will find much of this in this writer’s Truth About Hungary (N. Y., 1957), especially 
pp. 69-119; a news report from Taiwan on this type of activity appeared in the N. Y. Times, Nov. 
14, 1958. See also the very moderate account by Harry H. Ransom, Central Intelligence and National 
Security (Harvard Univ. Press, $4.75), especially chapter IV. 

** The moral rot” corroding federal regulatory commission is laid bare by Bernard Schwartz in 
aed Professor and the Commissions, just published by Knopf, N. Y., $4. The quoted words are 

author’s, 
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1959). Mr. Sulzberger says that “Washington and other democratic capitals | | 
are disturbed by a world trend toward military rule.” He continues: “We mug | how 
consider the paradox that, although we instinctively dislike military dictatorship, | fact 
our own foreign policy tends to encourage its spread.” The paradox arises from | hov 
the fact that though the United States government allegedly favors democratic | nat 
government and freedom generally, yet in order to assure the military capacities | ow 
of states neighboring on the Socialist world and in order to maintain internal pri 
order within those states we pour enormous quantities of arms into their hands, | tio! 

build up their armies, and thus lay the groundwork for the seizure of power 
therein by naked and brutal military dictatorships. “We are hoist,” writes Mr, | the 
Sulzberger, “in a sense, with our own petard.” Nevertheless, Sulzberger’s con. | dar 
clusion is that “we should not be too distressed at its [democracy’s] ugly sub | me 

stitute in inexperienced lands’—and one of the cold war’s costs is this under. | elit 

cutting of democracy, something Mr. Sulzberger labels a “truism.” bre 
There is another reading of the admitted facts—as we have had occasion to | wh 

point out more than once in the pages of this magazine—which eliminates | ant 
the paradoxical and makes for the logical explanation of U.S. foreign policy | 
and its results. Basic to that policy is alliance with reactionary regimes because | It 
the policy is a reactionary one, and basic to a pursuit of that policy is the under. | ca 
cutting of democratic processes because that policy is anti-democratic in intent, | is 
“We” are not hoist upon our own petard; “our” petard is aimed at the heart | 
of world-wide movements for national liberation, economic progress and social | na 
advance, | of 

An argument against democracy upon a somewhat more sophisticated level | th 
than that enunciated by Mr. Sulzberger was forthcoming recently from the | of 
brother of the Secretary of State—that is from the Mr. Dulles—Allen W.—who | of 
heads the Central Intelligence Agency, whose democratic activities we have 
touched on earlier. This argument was made public in a Washington dispatch | H 
by Dana Adams Schmidt, published in the N. Y. Times, December 8, 1958. Mr. | 
Schmidt, as Mr. Sulzberger, reported concern in Washington over the appear 
ance throughout the Free World of military dictatorships; he added there was 
questioning as to “why the democratic system is ailing in so many parts of the 
world.” 

The CIA-Dulles discussed this matter, stated Mr. Schmidt, at a recent meet: 
ing of the Board of Trustees of the Practicing Law Institute in New York City. 

In his address, Mr. Dulles recalled a letter written one hundred years ago by 

the English historian Thomas B, Macaulay to an American, wherein the 
Englishman had warned that the real threat to liberty and to civilization lay 
in democracy itself; that this threat had not seriously materialized in the United } | 
States as yet because most of the people there were not yet hunghy; but that} y 
when that condition did appear, when the New World too was overrun with} ¢ 
an excess of population in terms of possibilities of production and of distribu} s 

§ 
¢ 
c 

tion, then the supreme test would come and then either some dictator would 
take power or the masses themselves would plunder the land and lay it waste 
as was the Roman Empire laid waste some fourteen hundred years before. 
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Macaulay is restating the riddle of riddles for bourgeois political thinking— 
how to reconcile the theory and the condition of popular sovereignty with the 
fact that the means of production are the private possession of a minority class; 
how to keep the masses from exercising that political power to transform the 
nature of the state from an instrumentality for the protection of the private 
ownership of the means of production into an organ for the elimination of such 

private ownership and its replacement by social ownership and social appropria- 
tion. 

With these alternatives, monopoly capitalism always has in the past chosen 
the path of naked dictatorship—that is, of fascism—and this again is a fun- 

damental explanation of the developments of the past fifteen years in the imple- 
mention of U.S. foreign policy. Of special interest is the assumption by the 
dite that there are but two alternatives—their system of elitism enforced by 
brutal dictatorship or some kind of mass barbarism, a period of sheer chaos, 
which obviously must be highly temporary and will last only until the natural 
and immutable superiority of the elite reasserts itself. 

This is at the heart of all “demonstrations” of the impossibility of democracy. 
It really is nothing but an insistence or assumption that the rich are rich be- 
cause they are “better” and the poor are poor because they are no good. It really 
is the insistence or the assumption that those who rule do so because of a 
superior capacity; and that, in fact, exploitative social orders reflect nothing but 
natural adjustments to inherent qualities of the classes themselves. This idea 

| of the “natural” quality of any existing status quo is particularly significant for 
| the capitalist order, coming as it does in protest against the regulatory features 
of feudalism and bringing with it the concepts of modern science, of the Age 
of Reason as contracted with the preceding Age of Faith. 

A good example of the statement of this idea is in a recent essay by August 
Heckscher, now Director of the Twentieth Century Fund, and lately chief 
editorial writer for the N. Y. Herald Tribune. Writes Mr. Heckscher: 

In every great society the decisive element has been very different from 
the rather pitiful individuals who produced and consumed the necessities 
of life. What has been decisive has been the men who lived by action; 
the users, the possessors, those who have availed themselves of what is 
at hand, creating out of durable things new combinations and possibilities 
of the spirit (The American Scholar, Winter, 1958-59, pp. 18-19). 

One must be grateful to Mr. Heckscher for placing the question squarely. 
Iam reminded of the protests of the slaveowners in our own country one hundred 
years ago that they could not free their slaves for if they did “who would take 
care of them?” And by “them,” the slaveowners meant the slaves, not them- 
selves, They meant that they had been caring for their slaves all the years of 
dlavery. The slaves had cooked their food, raised their crops, nursed their 
children, heated their homes, driven their carriages, and they had been taking 
care of the slaves. As the spokesmen of the slaves said—those who had them- 
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selves been slaves—Douglass, Bibb, Tubman—“We’ve been taking care of 
ourselves and of you and we've been doing it with you riding on our backs, 
We'll be able to manage very nicely, thank you, if we don’t have to carry you 
around, too; we'll take care of ourselves very well, indeed, though we're not 
so sure about you.” 

This argument for the necessary nature of elitism, no matter what the form 
or the name of government may be, which bases itself upon the assumed 
incapacity of the masses—in what consists this incapacity? What is it that “the 
rather pitiful individuals,” who are “only” responsible for producing life's 
necessities—what is it that they are incapable of? Can they not make bread 
and shoes, build roads and bridges, roll steel and tend the sick? What is it, 

after all, that the “users and possessors” have been capable of that the others 
have not? Is it not the capacity to rule? 

Does not the negation of democracy, the declared necessity of elitism, come 
down to the assumption that the masses are incapable of ruling? Is it not true 
that they have in fact done everything else and kept the world spinning about? 
They have not ruled, for most of history and over most of the globe; but that 
is surely no proof that they are incapable of doing so. On the contrary, it is 
proof that societies have been arranged hitherto in such a manner that they were 
in fact ruled. And this was based, ultimately, upon the fact that the “possessors” 
were exactly that; but suppose they are dispossessed? Suppose masses become the 
possessors as well as the producers? Might they then not learn how to rule and 
will not rule then be infinitely easier since its essential task will be direction and 
guidance rather than misrule and deception? 

It is the fact that in the Soviet Union, and now among seven hundred mil- 
lion additional peoples, the era of the full implementation of popular severeignty. 
in all spheres of life and increasingly in full reality, is established and well 
advanced; it is this fact which is the great historic meaning of the Bolshevik Re- 
volution, of the endurance for forty years of the Workers and Peasants State, 
despite intervention, boycott, and war; despite human failings, errors and crimes. 

There is an answer to Macaulay’s riddle that so distresses the Dulles Brothers. 
And I mean an answer cast within the framework of the riddle itself, not one 
that seeks to find resolution by shifting the base of the problem or by delaying 
its urgency, notably through overseas investment and exploitation which, his 
torically, has been the “answer” of maturing capitalism. 

In the riddle’s own terms, the answer is that the logic of popular sovereignty 
does not represent barbarism; it represents the fullest flowering of rule by, 
for, and of the people. For this the people are fully “capable”; in fact, for this 
only the people are capable. Theer is no alleged ill of democracy that cannot 
be overcome—by more democracy, not less. There is much to learn in the proper 
exercising of this new kind of rule, which really isn’t rule, particularly since 

it represents an effort altogether unique in human experience. But great ad- 

vances have already been made; and the failures and errors in this endeavor 
are as nothing compared with the failures and errors—and the fundamental 
antagonism of interests—represented in class-exploitative rule. 

By M 
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On Revolutionary Activity: A Talk 

By Meir Vilner* 

Tus ConFERENCE, the fourth in a 
series of area conferences of new im- 
migrants from Poland that have been 
organized by the Communist Party 
of Israel, proves, as did the previous 
conferences, that everything which is 
good and honest among the new im- 
migrants from Poland, is beginning 
to consolidate itself around the Com- 
munist Party of Israel. 
The new immigrants have learned 

here from their own experience, and 
the activists among them, those who 
in the course of many years fought 
in the revolutionary movements in 
Poland, have again become con- 
vinced, that capitalism is worse than 
socialism; that the light in a capi- 
talistic country finds itself against a 
general background of darkness. 
Contrariwise, the shadows in a so- 
cialist country are found against a 
general background of light. The 
darkness in a capitalist country is 
the essence of that regime and can 
be liquidated thoroughly only with 
achange of the regime. 

It is natural that many of the new 

— 

*The author of this article is an outstanding 
leader of the Communist Party of Israel. It 1s 
based upon a speech which he delivered at a meet 
ing of recent Jewish arrivals from Poland, held in 
Nataniya on September 26, 1958; it is translated 
by Sidney Resnick from the Tel Aviv weekly, 
Free Israel, dated October 2, 1958. 
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to Israeli Immigrants 

immigrants from Poland, particu- 
larly those that were members of the 
Communist Party and afterwards of 
the United Polish Workers Party, 
are still seeking to answer the ques- 
tion: How did this happen? How 
did it come about that they left a 
socialist country, surrendered to tem- 
porary difficulties and migrated to a 
capitalist country? 

Some of them regard themselves 
as “traitors” to the revolution, to the 
ideals of communism, and therefore 
they assume that it is no longer prop- 
er or possible for them to swim with 
the revolutionary stream. There is 
supposedly nothing more left for 
them to do, other than to lament 
their bitter fate, that they had cut 
themselves off from their revolution- 
ary movement and that though 
healthy they laid themselves in a 
sick bed. 

It is in this connection that I wish 
to clarify our position, the position 
of the Israeli Communist Party. Our 
Party does not agree with these 
moods of despair and _ helplessness 
that have appeared among the most 
conscientious, the most revolutionary 
section of the new immigrants from 
Poland. It must be clear to each of 
the new immigrants from Poland 



that the Communist Party will judge 
everyone, first and foremost accord- 
ing to what he will do, how he will 
conduct himself, here in Israel. We 
will see a revolutionary, a Commu- 
nist in everyone who will engage in 
revolutionary, Communist activity 
here in Israel. 

It must be clear that when a revo- 
lutionary displays a weakness in cer- 
tain situations, or makes an error— 
he is still not disqualified. What is 
decisive is what he does afterwards. 
If he resumes in the new conditions 
the revolutionary struggle, then he 
is a revolutionary. A revolutionary 
can also make an error and still re- 
main a revolutionary. Hence, there 
is no place for attitudes of self-dis- 
qualification on the part of a section 
of the new immigrants from Poland. 
The Communist Party of Israel will 
receive with open arms every toil- 
ing person who stands on the basis 
of Marxism-Leninism, who is ready 
to struggle for the realization of the 
program of the Israeli Communist 
Party and to fulfill the instructions 
of the Party Statutes. 

There are many forms of the prog- 
ressive struggle in Israel in the ranks 
of the Maki [C.P. of I.] or near it. 
This struggle is the most proletarian, 
the most patriotic struggle. Such a 
struggle on the part of the new im- 
migrants from Poland can be an im- 
portant contribution to the general 
struggle of the Israeli toilers for bet- 
ter and more humane living condi- 
tions, for a change in the official 
Israeli policy and government, for 
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transforming Israel from a satellite 
of aggressive colonialism to a really 
independent and peace-loving na- 
tion, a home and a fatherland for 
the laboring people, for its Jewish 
and Arabic inhabitants, a part of the 
mid-East which is freeing itself of the 
foreign yoke. 
We have heard here at this gather- 

ing of working people, new immi- 
grants from Poland, sharp discus- 
sions about the Israel reality. We 
have heard of the difficult and bitter 
struggle for jobs, simply for a day's 
work, for bread and a decent roof | 7 
over one’s head. We have heard fr, 
the unnerving revelation of the re- 
fusal to aid a sick person “because fy,.i, 
we do not cure Communists,” and 
this happened to a man who fought = 
the Nazis with arms in his hands. lates 

Comrades, this is capitalism! This }..., 
too is the class struggle and the J. 

enemy here resorts to barbaric meth- } 
ods because he has no conscience. Wil 
Comrades have spoken here of the } 4... 

heavy political-economic pressure, of 
the fact that getting a job is depen- 
dent on a membership card in the Jy, 
Mapai, of the anti-Communist and wol 
anti-Soviet hate campaign conducted f 
by the three government parties, the }..., 
Mapai (The Labor Party), the Ach- f ¢ 
duth Avodah (The Unity of Labor J; 
Party) and the Mapam (United 
Workers Party), particularly among oh 

the new immigrants from Poland. 
Not accidentally have we heard the 
more than once in this discussion the 
words “fear,” “fright.” This is the 

; we 

most terrible thing in the Israeli 
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eaity. After many have been able 
0 overcome, or are overcoming, the 
political and spiritual crisis in which 
they found themselves for a certain 
time, there remains the chief obstacle 
to fulfill human dignity—fear. .. . 
How can one explain this condi- 

tion of fear? The economic terror is 
the most terrible thing in Israel. The 
right to work, the right to bread, 
for oneself, for one’s wife and chil- 
dren, the right to medical attention 
—is in many cases dependent on po- 
litical convictions or party adherence. 
This fear must also be conquered. 

The Ben-Gurion “democrats” and 
their followers utilize this fear for 
their own interests. There are also 
unemployed Mapai members. Of 
course, it is more difficult for an iso- 
laed person to struggle. But a 
revolutionary collective is capable of 
mobilizing public opinion, the uncor- 
rupted people regardless of political 
conviction or party adherence, in or- 
der to fight against those who tor- 
ment human dignity, against the hu- 
miliation of the individual, against 
the ugly speculation, for the right to 
work, for the right of a roof over 
one’s head and for medical treat- 
ment... . 
_ Comrades here have very correctly 
indicated that the majority of new 
immigrants from People’s Poland, 
who were connected with the revo- 
lutionary movement, did not betray 
their revolutionary ideals. This is 
true in regard to the workers as 
well as the intelligentsia. We abso- 
lutely agree that one mustn’t gen- 
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eralize the cases of betrayal, of 
joining the ruling parties in Israel, 
the Mapai, the Achdut Avodah and 
the Mapam, surrendering all prin- 
ciples, seeking government posi- 
tions and “comforts” in order “to 
get settled.” Those who sold their 
soul and conscience and even joined 
Israel reaction in its campaign of in- 
citement against the Soviet Union, 
against the entire socialist camp and 
against the Communist Party of Israel 
are a small minority. They are es- 
sentially unprincipled careerists who 
went along with the authorities in 
People’s Poland and here, too, go 
along with the government parties. 

But those who stand with the 
revolutionary movement in Israel, at 
whose head is the Israeli Commu- 
nist Party, are still a minority. They 
are in the hundreds, possibly in the 
thousands, but still a minority. The 
vast majority of new immigrants 
from Poland is still almost completely 
preoccupied with everyday worries 
and troubles. They are seeking a 
way to secure the existence of the 
family and they are not prepared 
for any kind of revolutionary activ- 
ity no matter what the form. A sec- 
tion of them is afraid. Another 
section is influenced by ideologies 
that are opposed to Marxism-Lenin- 
ism, to the Communist movement. 
But the largest section has still not 
“found time” to think, being as they 
are sunk in everyday troubles and 
problems. 
We must arouse the heart, the 

mind and the conscience of these 
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masses of new immigrants, and guide 
them in their struggle for bread, jobs, 
and security, for humane living con- 
ditions and decent treatment on the 
job. We must awaken in them anew 
the revolutionary political thought 
and bring them into revolutionary 
activity. In this way we will not 
only strengthen the progressive 
movement in the country, but we 
will also help the immigrants to 
straighten their backs, to feel them- 
selves again as people who act in ac- 
cordance with their conscience. In 
this way we will return to them the 
true joy of living which comes to peo- 
ple only when their deeds are in har- 
mony with their convictions. 

This does not mean that we do 
not need an ideological offensive. 
There are forces in Israel who at- 
tempt to cause political and ideologi- 
cal demoralization especially among 
the new immigrants from Poland. In 
the “pioneering” ranks one finds the 
Mapam. ‘This party, which partici- 
pates in Ben Gurion’s pro-imperialist 
and militarist government, gives a 
“Leftist” cover to the traitorous pol- 
icy of the Ben Gurion government 
in regard to the working class and 
in regard to the State of Israel. 
The Mapam has a special task in 

the service of the bourgeoisie: to sow 
the seeds of “refined” anti-Sovietism 
and anti-Communism among the 
workers with Left leanings. This 
party which with all its might op- 
posed the ending of the British colo- 
nial rule over Palestine, maintaining 
that there must first be created, with 
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the aid of the foreign occupant in the 
course of another 20-25 years (until 
1972) a Jewish majority in Palestine; 
this party which under the name of 
Hashomer Hatzair (The Young 
Guard) posted placards together with 
the fascist Betar which called for a 
ban on Arab agricultural produce 
under the slogan: “Buy only Jew. 
ish fish,” “Buy only Jewish carrots”; 
this party which resisted, even more 
than the other parties in the gov- 
ernment, the withdrawal from the 
Gaza strip and Sinai areas which 
were occupied in the aggressive war 
in alliance with the French and Brit- 
ish imperialists, in November, 1956. 
And all this in the name of “Revo 
lution,” of “Greater Zionism” and 
even “Marxism.” 

It is understandable that in all 
questions that are of mutual interest 
for us and Mapam, at least according 
to their declaration, we struggle for 
a united front with them. For many 
years we have fought with all our 
strength for the united action of the 
working class, and particularly for 
united action between the Maki and 
the Mapam on issues of mutual con- 
cern, in the struggle for peace and 
to defend national independence, 
democratic freedoms and the every- 
day interests of the toilers, as well as 
to end the “ghetto” regime, the op- 
pressive military regime directed 
against the Arab population in Israel. 
But the Mapam leadership steadily 
rejects every proposal for concrete 
unity of action, putting forth ideo 
logical unity as a condition for united 
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union matters. In other words they 

are not agreeable to united action 
4s long as we do not adopt the ideol- 
ogy of the Jewish bourgeoisie, their 
bourgeois-nationalist ideology—Zion- 

ism. 
We on our part do not make unity 

of action with Mapam or with any 
other force conditional on the basis 
of a progressive minimum program 
—of their adoption of the ideology 
of Marxism-Leninism. For them to 
even raise ideological conditions is 
absurd, because when _ ideological 
unity exists there is one party and 
there are no problems of united ac- 
tion or working together. 
Besides being chauvinists, they are 

aso sectarians and they are not 
ready to cut themselves off from Ben 
Gurion’s apron strongs or from Is- 
rel reaction generally, though on 
many vital questions they express 
their non-agreement with the policy 
of the Ben Gurion government. 
These declarations appear in order 
to quiet the uneasy conscience of 
their comrades and in order to mis- 
lead the progressive sections of the 
toilers, among them the immigrants 
from People’s Poland. In the politi- 
cal reality of our country Mapam 
serves as the “Left” assistant to Ben 
Gurion and bears the full responsi- 
bility for the crimes of the Ben 
Gurion government in which it par- 
tidpates, against the working class, 
the Arab population, against the 
peace and security of Israel. It is no 
accident that Mapam receives yearly 
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aid of over a million dollars from 
the money collected by the United 
Jewish Appeal which is conducted 
in the United States... . 

In conclusion, a few words on the 
perspective of the struggle. The ene- 
mies of communism seek to arouse 
moods of distrust in the prospects 
of the revolutionary forces in our 
country. They, and the Mapam lead- 
ers in particular, declare: The Com- 
munists here are few in number 
and they have no future. 
To this one can reply, as Lenin 

did to the German workers who 
turned to him after the historic vote 
in the German Reichstag, after the 
betrayal by the Social Democracy 
when it voted for the war budget in 
1914. The German workers asked 
him: Only one solitary Liebknecht 
voted against the war budget. All 
the other deputies, including the So- 
cial Democrats voted “yes.” What 
are the prospects of Liebknecht’s 
course? Lenin answered: If Lieb- 
knecht does not please you, you 
can go with the bourgeoisie and 
with the traitors. But the solitary 
Liebnecht is the one who repre- 
sents the conscience and the compass 
of the German people. He is the 
one who represents the future of 
Germany! 

As is known, the Mapam voted in 
the Knesset [Israel Parliament] for 
the war in Sinai, despite its opposite 
assertions prior to the outbreak of 
the war. 

Quantity alone is not decisive. The 
decisive question is: who is right, 
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which conception expresses the ob- 
jective laws of historic development? 
Which ideology must inevitably win, 
regardless of the present day, tem- 
porary relations of forces? The Bol- 
sheviks in the Czarist Duma did not 
have more deputies than the Maki 
has now in the Knesset. Were the 
S.R.’s and Mensheviks, who with the 
help of the bourgeoisie, had more 
deputies in the Duma—were they 
therefore right, did they represent 
the future Russia? History has 
proved that only Marxism-Leninism, 
only the Communist Parties, can 
lead the working class of every coun- 
try to complete national and social 
emancipation. 

It is particularly ridiculous to 
hear such “quantitative” arguments 
from a petty bourgeois party as the 
Mapam, which has after all, despite 
the favorable conditions for its work, 
only nine deputies in the Knesset. 
The Mapam has only three more 
deputies than the Maki whose con- 
ditions of activity are much more 
difficult from every viewpoint, which 
swims against the filthy stream, and 
which has in all situations defended 
the national honor of the Israeli peo- 
ple, faithfully upholding the banner 
of peace, independence, and social- 
ism and has not been intimidated by 
threats or terror. 
He who swims with the reactionary 

stream of Ben Gurionism which is 
leading Israel to the abyss, against 
the billion, seven hundred million 
inhabitants of Asia and Africa, 
against the Arab peoples who are 
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liberating themselves and straightes 
ing their backs after centuries of o; 
pression and national enslavement 
he is a traitor to his people anj 
fatherland. We, the Israeli Comm 
nists, fulfill the task not only of by 
ing the vanguard of the workers ; 
Israeli society. We also fulfill the hi 
toric task of national salvation, 
noble, patriotic task. 

Those who swim along with th 
reactionary tide in all its shading 
are still the majority in Israel, by 
this is a temporary majority whit 
will tomorrow be a minority. We 
who go against the reactionary tid 
in Israel are still a minority, but thi 
is a temporary minority which wi 
tomorrow become a majority. W 
are a part of the international Co 
munist camp, a part of progressing 
humanity which is leading to eterng 
peace, and to the abolition of eve 
type of class exploitation and 1 
tional oppression. 

Comrades, there rests upon ca 
one of you and on all of you togeth 
the responsibility of revolutionary 
struggle in Israel, within the confinq 
or close to the Israel Communi 
Party. Passivity, helplessness ot! 
aid reaction. The Communist P 
wishes to see in the new immigrat 
from Poland, who possess great revi 
lutionary traditions, _revolutiona 
fighters in Israel. Revolutionary 4 
tivity in Israel, this is the path. Ti 
Israel Communist Party will he 
you in getting on this path, the pif 
letarian and patriotic path. 
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On Questions Concerning People’s Communes 

(Part Il)" 
By Central Committee, CP of China 

Tue Peopte’s ComMMUNES must have 
plans for production, exchange, con- 

sumption and accumulation. Their 
plans should be subordinated to the 
State plans and to the administration of 
the State. In working out their plans, 
the People’s Communes should, at the 
same time, fully develop their own 
characteristic features and their initia- 

tive. 
Development of production is the 

key to the consolidation and advance 
of the People’s Communes. The cor- 
rect policy of the People’s Communes 
for the development of production 
should be: to ensure the simultaneous 
development of industry and agricul- 
ture, and of production for their own 
consumption and for exchange in ac- 
cordance with the principles of unified 
State planning, of adaptation to local 
conditions and of running the Com- 
munes industriously and thriftily. In 
every respect of production and capi- 
tal construction, thrift must be observed. 
careful plans worked out, and man- 
power, material and financial resources 
used as rationally as possible; produc- 
tion costs must be reduced, expendi- 
tures cut down and income increased. 
Extravagance and waste among some 
functionaries of the Communes fol- 
lowing a bumper harvest should be pre- 
vented and opposed. 

* The first half of this article appeared in the 
February issue.—Ed. 
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In agricultural production, shallow 
ploughing, careless cultivation, and “big 
acreage, small output” should be gradu- 
ally replaced by deep ploughing, in- 
tensive cultivation and ”’small acreage. 

big output.” Farming should be car- 
ried on with the fineness of gardening 
and agricultural production should be 
mechanized and electrified to bring 
about a big increase in yields and labor 
productivity and to gradually reduce 
the acreage under cultivation and man- 
power engaged in agriculture. . . . In 
short, as on the industrial front, a great 
revolution must be carried out on all 
the fronts of agriculture, forestry, ani- 
mal husbandry, farm side-occupations 
and fishery so as to bring about a 
thorough transformation of the face 
of agriculture. 

People in the past often worried 
about our “over-population” and the 
relatively small amount of land avail- 
able. But this idea has been overturned 
by the fact of the 1958 bumper harvest. 
In so far as we succeed in seriously 
popularizing the experience gained in 
getting high yields through deep 
ploughing, intensive cultivation, layer- 
by-layer fertilization and rational close 
planting, it will be found that the 
amount of arable land is not too little 
but quite a lot and it is not a question 
of over-population but rather shortage 
of manpower. This will be a very big 
change. In the next several years, 
local conditions permitting, we should 
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try to reduce the area sown to various 
crops to about one-third the present 
acreage. Part of the land so saved can 
lie fallow or can be used for pasturage 
and the growing of grass fertilizers; 
the rest can be used for afforestation. 
reservoirs and the extensive cultivation 
of flowers, shrubs and trees to turn 

the whole land, with its plains, hills 
and waters into a garden. 

By these means, firstly, it will be pos- 
sible to greatly economize the use of 
water, fertilizer and manpower, and 

considerably increase the fertility of the 
soil. Secondly, it wil make full use 
of every mountain, river and forest and 

the pasture land, and greatly develop 
the comprehensive management of agri- 
culture, forestry, animal husbandry 
farm side-occupations and fishery. 
Thirdly, it will transform our natural 
environment and beautify the whole 
country. This is a great deal that can 
be realized. People’s Communes 
throughout the land should work to 
realize this aim. 

* * * 

People’s Communes must go in for 
industry in a big way. The develop- 
ment of industry by the People’s Com- 
munes will not only accelerate the in- 
dustrialization of the whole country but 
also promote the realization of owner- 
ship by the whole people in the rural 
districts, and reduce the differences be- 

tween town and countryside. Accord- 
ing to the differing conditions in each 
People’s Commune, an appropriate part 
of the labor force should be switched. 
step by step, from agriculture to indus- 
try to develop, according to plan, the 
production of fertilizer, insecticides. 
farm implements and machinery, build- 
ing materials, the processing and many- 
sided use of agricultural produce, the 
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manufacturing of sugar, textiles and 
paper, mining, metallurgy, electric pow. 
er and other light and heavy industries, 
Industrial production in the People’s 
Communes must be closely linked with 
agricultural production; it should, first 
of all, serve the development of agri. 
culture and the mechanization and elec. 
trification of farming; at the same time, 
it should serve to meet the demands 

of Commune members for daily neces. 
sities, and serve the great industries 
of the country and the Socialist market, 
The principles of adaptation to local 
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conditions and obtaining raw materials 
locally should be fully taken into con. 
sideration; in order to avoid increased 
costs and waste of labor power, in- 
dustries should not be set up in places 
where there are no raw materials or 
where they haveto be brought from 
places very far away. With regard 
to production techniques, the principle 
should be carried out of linkink handi- 
craft with mechanized industry, and 
crude methods with modern methods 
of production. All handicraft indus 
tries which have good foundations and 
prospects for expansion must continue 
to be developed, and gradually carry 
through the necessary technical trans 
formation. The mechanized industries 
must also make full-use of locally. 
produced iron, steel, lathes and other 
raw materials and equipment produced 
by native methods and employ na 
tive methods themselves; and gradu 
ally advance from crude to modem 
industries, from small to large em 
terprises and from a low to a high lev- 
el. 

Whether in industry or agriculture, 
People’s Communes should develop 
self-supporting production which di 
rectly meets their own needs, and they 
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should also develop commodity produc- 

tin on as wide a scale as possible. 

Fach according to its own characteris- 

tics, and under the guidance of the 

State, every People’s Commune should 

carry out the necessary division of la- 

bor in production and exchange of 
commodities with other People’s Com. 
munes and State-owned enterprises. 
Only in this way can the economy of 
the whole society expand at a faster 
rate, and every Commune get, through 
lexchange, the machinery and equipment 
required for the mechanization and elec- 
triication of farming and the consumer 
goods and ready cash required to meet 
the needs of Commune members and 
pay them wages, and ensure that wages 
increase year by year... . 

* * a 

It must be stressed that during the 
course of a necessary historical period. 
commodity production by the People’s 
Communes and the exchange of com- 
modities between the State and Com- 
munes and among the Communes 
themselves must be greatly developed. 
[sh production and exchange of com- 
modities are different from those un- 
der capitalism, because they are con- 
ducted in a planned way, on the basis 
of Socialist public ownership and not 
in an anarchical way on the basis of 
capitalist private ownership. Continued 
development of commodity production 
and continued adherence to the prin- 
tiple of to each according to his work 
ae two important questions of prin- 
ple in expanding socialist economy. 
The whole Party should have a unified 
understanding of them. Some people 
while attempting to “enter Commu- 
nism” prematurely, have tried to abolish 
the production and exchange of com- 
modities too early, and to negate at 
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too early a stage the positive roles of 
commodities, value, currency and prices, 
This line of thinking is harmful to the 
development of Socialist construction, 
and is therefore incorrect. The Peo- 
ple’s Communes in rural districts 
should distribute their own incomes 
properly on the principle of running 
the Communes with industry and 
thrift. To speed up production, the 
proportion of accumulation should be 
appropriately increased, after produc- 
tion costs, administrative expenses and 
taxes have been deducted from the 
gross income. But on the basis of the 
development of production, the portion 
of income used to meet the individual 
and collective expenses of Commune 
members (including the portion spent 
on public welfare, culture and educa- 
tion) should be increased annually, 
in order to improve the livelihood of the 
people year by year. 

The introduction of a distribution 
system which combines the wage sys- 
tem and the free supply system in 
that part of the income allotted to 
Commune members for their own con- 
sumptions, is a form of Socialist dis- 
tribution created by China’s People’s 
Comunes and at the present time it 
represents the earnest demand of the 
broad mass of members. As stated 
above, this distribution system em- 
bodies an embryo of Communism but 
in essence it is still Socialist—based 
on the principle of “from each accord- 
ing to his ability and to each according 
to his work.” 

The proportion of wages and free 
supplies in the total amount allotted 
to members should be determined in 
the light of the varying conditions 
of development of production in the 
Communes, At present, in fixing the 
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ratio between wages and free sup 
plies, care should be taken to avoid 
as far as possible reducing the income 
of households which have relatively 
few members but are strong in labor 
power; in general, it should be made 
possible for more than go per cent of 
the members to increase their income 
compared with the previous year while 
the rest should get no less than in the 
previous year. 

At present, the scope of free supply 
should not be too wide. The applica- 
tion of the free supply system is not to 
make the life of the people uniform. 
Under the systems of Socialism and 
Communism, the needs of the people 
are on the whole similar while varying 
according to the individual. Therefore, 
in the future, as well as at present, care 
should be taken to ensure as far as pos- 
sible that members have suitable free- 
dom of choice within the framework 
of the free supply system. 

Wages must be increased gradually 
as production expands. At present after 
deducting the items freely supplied. 
the wage scale in the rural areas can 
divided into 6 or 8 grades. The high- 
est grade may be 4 or more times as 
much as the lowest grade. But the dif- 
ferences should not be too great, for 
then they would not conform to the ac- 
tual differences in the skill of labor now 
existing in the rural areas, Certain dif- 
ferences between the wage levels of dif- 
ferent areas are permissible. At present 
differences between wage grades in the 
city are greater than those in the coun- 
tryside, and this is necessary. In the 
future, as a result of the tremendous 

rise in production, everyone will be 
much better off, and whether in city or 
countryside, such differences between 
wage grades will be unnecessary and 
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will gradually disappear. That will be 
nearing the era of Communism, 

The reasons that wage levels in th 
city are generally higher than those jy 
the countryside are many-sided al 
cluding the factor that living costs ar 
higher in the city), and this is also; 
temporary situation which should be ex 
plained to the peasants. Some Com. 
mune members, apart from working in 
the villages, also receive money seni 
home by other family members why 
are away in cities or elsewhere (sud 
as workers, armymen, functionaries and 
overseas Chinese). Work should ik 
done to dissuade other members from 
wrangling about this. In distributioy 
within the Commune, such member 
should be treated the same as other 
without discrimination in regard to fre 
supplies and wages allotted, and they 
should not be urged to make speci 
investments or contributions to th 
Commune. If they rely on their fami 
members away from home for tk 
whole of the livelihood, the Commun 
should not interfere, but it may sto 
supplying them with the usual alle 
ments. Those who leave home ft 
study, apart from those whose need 
are covered by the State or can be cor 
ered by their own families, should & 
supported by the County Federation «j 
Communes, according to the standart 
laid down by the schools. 

* * * 

The more the cause of Socialism & 
velops and the more abundant soc 
products become, the more abun 
too will become the means of livelih 
allotted to each individual. Some peop 
think that the switch over to Co 
munes will call for a re-distribution 
existing personal consumer items. T! 
is a misconception. It should be put 
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lized among the masses that the 
means of livelihood owned by members 

(including houses, clothing, bedding 

and furniture) and their deposits in 

banks and credit cooperatives will re- 

main their own property after they 

join the Commune and will always be- 
long to them, When necessary, the 
Commune may borrow the surplus 

housing space of members with their 

consent, but the ownership still belongs 
to the owners. Members can retain 
individual trees around their houses and 

small domestic animals and poultry; 
they can also continue to engage in 
some small domestic side-occupations 
on condition that these do not hamper 
their taking part in collective labor. 

Debts still owed when the People’s 
Communes were established should not 
be declared cancelled irrespective of 
whether these are between individuals, 
between the Commune and its mem- 
bers, or debts contracted by Com- 
mune members with banks or credit co- 
operatives. These debts should be re- 
paid where conditions permit and 
where the conditions do not allow of 
them being repaid for the time being, 
they should be held over. 
The People’s Commune is the organ- 

izer of the production and life of the 
people and the fundamental purpose of 
the development of production is to 
satisfy to the maximum extent the 
constantly growing material and cul- 
tural needs of all members of society. 
In leading the work of the Com- 
mune, the Party must give all-round 
attention to the ideological development, 
production and livelihood of Commune 
members. 

It must care for the people and cor- 
rect the tendency of seeing only things 
and not people. The greater the labor 
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enthusiasm of the masses, the greater 
attention should the Party pay to their 
well-being. The more the attention paid 
by the Party to the livelihood of the 
masses, the greater will be their en- 
thusiasm in work. It is wrong to set 
production and _ people’s livelihood 
against each other and imagine that 
attention to the livelihood of the masses 
will hamper production. Of course, 
it is also wrong to put a one-sided and 
improper stress on improvement of the 
people’s livelihood without regard to the 
raising of their level of political con- 
sciousness and the development of pro- 
duction, and not to advocate hard work 
for long-term interests. 
Communists have always held that 

in a Communist society labor will be 
changed “from a heavy burden into a 
pleasure” and will become the “pri- 
mary necessity of life.” There is no 
doubt that the working day will be 
greatly shortened in future. With the 
development of mechanization and elec- 
trification, we must strive to introduce 

the 6-hour work day within several 
years. Our intensive work at the pres- 
ent time is creating conditions precisely 
for the 6-hour work day and even short- 
er working hours in future. At pres- 
ent, the system of 8 hours’ actual work 
and 2 hours’ study should be put into 
effect in both city and countryside. Dur- 
ing the busy farm season or when other 
work in the rural areas is particularly 
heavy, working hours may be appropri- 
ately extended. But, at any rate, 8 
hours for sleep and 4 hours for meals 
and recreation, altogether 12 hours, 
must be guaranteed every day and this 
must not be reduced. It is true 
that there is a labor shortage at present, 
but a way out must be found in stress- 
ing the successful implementation of 



tools reform and improving labor or- 
ganization and not in extending work- 
ing hours. Special attention must be 
paid to safety in production, and labor 
conditions must be improved where 
possible in order to reduce to the mini- 
mum or completely avoid work acci- 
dents. Sufficient rest must be ensured 
to women both before and after child- 
birth and they should also get the 
necessary rest during menstruation 
when they should not be asked to do 
heavy work, to get their feet wet in 
cold water or work at night. 

* * * 

Community dining-rooms should be 
well run. All Commune members 
must be assured of enough to eat and 
good and clean food, suited to their 
national and local habits. Community 
dining-rooms should have dining halls. 
and they should run efficiently their 
own vegetable gardens, bean-curd mills, 
bean-noodle mills, and condiment shops; 

- they should raise pigs, sheep, chickens. 
ducks and fish. The main food and 
dishes should be varied and appetizing. 
Nutrition specialists should be consulted 
to make sure that the food contains 
enough calories and the nutriment 
needed by the human body. Where 
necessary and possible, special food 
should be provided for the aged, chil- 
dren, invalids, pregnant women and 
nursing mothers, Certain Commune 
members may cook at home. Commu- 
nity dining-rooms should be managed 
democratically. Their administrative 
staff and cooks should be chosen from 
among those who are politically reliable. 
It is best that they be elected demo- 
cratically. 

Nurseries and kindergartens should 
be run well, so that every child can 
live better and receive a better educa- 
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tion there than at home, and so thy} worki 
the children are willing to stay then) Comm 
and the parents are willing to put then ing ¢ 
there. The parents may decide wheth§ must 
er their children need to board there} school 
and may take them back home at anyp above 
time they wish. In order to run nupp some 
series and kindergartens well, Com} extent 

munes should train a large numbef work 
of qualified nurses and teachers. physic 

The “Homes to Honor the Aged’ strict 
should be run well, so as to provide health 
better dwelling places for those olifbe as 
people who have no children to rely of and s 
(those who enjoy the “Five Guaran} intere 
tees” —food, clothing, fuel, the bringingf Ide 
up of children and burial). the st 
Communes must ensure the success aurse 

ful running of primary and secondan§ Hono 
schools and adult education. Universaf lic he 
primary school education should be in Bbe st 
stituted in the rural areas throughowB give 
the country. Full-time — secondanfion s 
schools and half-time secondary agr-all it 
cultural schools, or other secondary vofctssft 
cational schools, should be well rmfroom 
and universal secondary education § other 
should be introduced step-by-step. Eam § and 
est efforts should be made to eliminatf servi 
illiteracy, organize various kinds ofthe | 

spare-time schools and carry on politica § ploiti 
education, literacy classes and technicdlf work 
education for adults. In reducing thfand 
differences between manual and mentdfin th 
labor, the institution of universal edu ized 
cation among the working people, anf T! 
the gradual raising of their educationdf and 
level, is an important step which mus 
be carried out conscientiously. Th 
Communes, in addition, must also 
lect and send a number of young pto 
ple to study in senior secondary schools 
secondary vocational schools and inst: 
tutions of higher learning in the cities 
so as to train fairly highly educated 
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working personnel for the State and the 

Communes. The principle of combin- 

ing education with productive labor 

must be carried out thoroughly in all 

schools, without exception. Children 

Pabove the age of 9 can take part in 

-Psome kinds of labor to an appropriate 

extent, so as to cultivate the habit of 
Fwork in childhood and stimulate their 

physical and mental development; but 
strict attention must be paid to the 
health of the children, they must only 

iP be assigned light work in short spells 
and suited to their physique and their 
interests. 
Ideological and political work among 

the staffs in community dining-rooms 
nurseries, kindergartens, Homes to 

)f Honor the Aged, primary schools, pub- 

should be in. 
s throughou 
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and technicd 

reducing tht 
1 and mentd 

iniversal edu 

x people, ani 
ir educationd 

» which mus 

tiously. Th 

lic health centers, clubs and shops must 

be strengthened and efforts made to 
give positive guidance to public opin- 
ion so that the whole of society and 
all in the Communes regard the suc- 
cessful running of community dining- 
rooms, nurseries, kindergartens and 
other collective welfare undertakings. 
and satisfactory work in the catering 
services, as a lofty task of service to 

The attitude of the ex- 
ploiting classes in looking down on 
work which concerns the daily life 
and welfare of the masses and work 
in the catering services, must be criti- 
cized and corrected... . 
The construction plans of townships 

and village settlements should be thor- 
poughly discussed by the masses. We 
sand for the abolition of the irra- 
tional, patriarchal system inherited 
from the past and for the development 

of family life in which there is de- 
ols and insti 

in the cities 

hly educated 

mocracy and unity. This stand has 
ben warmly received by the masses. 
Therefore, in building residential quar 
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ters, attention must be paid to making 
the houses suited to the liivng together 
of men and women, and the aged and 
young of each family, 

* * * 

There are a considerable number of 
stupid fellows in the world, including 
Mr. Dulles of the United States, who 
frantically attack our People’s Com- 
munes. This Dulles knows nothing 
about our country, but he pretends to 
be a China-expert and feverishly op- 
poses the People’s Communes. What 
makes him particularly heartbroken is 
that, as is alleged, we have smashed 
that very, very wonderful family sys- 
tem that was handed down over thou- 
sands of years. It is true that the Chi- 
nese people have broken the feudal 
patriarchal system. It must be known 
that this patriarchal system has long 
since ceased to exist in capitalist society 
and that this is a matter of capitalist 
progress. However, we have gone a 
step further to establish a democratic 
and united family, something that is 
rare in general in capitalist society. 

Only in the future, in those places 
where the Socialist Revolution has been 
carried out and the capitalist system 
of exploitation of man by man has 
been eliminated will it be possible to 
establish such families universally. As 
to nurseries, kindergartens and work- 
ers’ canteens in the factories, these also 
first appeared in capitalist society. But, 
under capitalism, all such undertakings 
established by the bourgeois are capi- 
talist in nature and are aimed to fa- 
cilitate the exploitation of men and 
women workers by the capitalists. On 
the other hand, such undertakings run 
by us are Socialist in nature and they 
facilitate the development of Socialism 
and the liberation of the individual per- 
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sonality of man. They have truly and 
completely emancipated the mass of 
women and enabled the children to re- 
ceive better education and care. That 
is why they are warmly welcomed by 
all the working people, and primarily 
by the mass of women. 

The organizational principle of the 
People’s Commune is democratic cen- 
tralism. This principle must be ap- 
plied in the management of produc- 
tion, in distribution of income, in the 
livelihood and welfare of Commune 
members and in all other aspects of 
WOE. + 

There must be both discipline and 
democracy in the labor organization 
in the People’s Commune. What we 
call getting organized along military 
lines means getting organized on the 
pattern of a factory. It means that 
labor organization in the People’s 
Commune should be as organized and 
disciplined as in a factory or the army; 
this is necessary in large-scale agricul- 
tural production. The forces of large- 
scale agricultural production, like the 
forces of large-scale industrial produc- 
tion, are an industrial army. The mod- 
ern industrial army was organized by 
the bourgeoisie, each factory being like 
a military camp. The discipline for 
the worker standing before the machine 
is as rigid as that in the army. The in- 
dustrial army in Socialist society is an 
industrial army of a single class, the 
working class (which has got rid of the 
capitalist who exploited surplus value), 
and has put into force in the working 
class a vigorous and lively democratic 
centralism based on voluntariness. We 
are now applying this system to the 
rural areas, thus establishing a Socialist 
industrial army for agriculture based 
on democratic centralism, which is free 
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from exploitation by the landlord and 
rich peasant and which has risen above 
the level of small-scale production, 

* ~ * 

Militia organizations should be se 
up at corresponding levels of the pro 
duction organizations in the People’s 

Commune. The leading bodies of the 
militia and production organizations 
should be separate and, in principle, 

the commanding officers of the various 
levels of the militia, such as regimental, 
battalion and company commanders, 
such not be concurrently directors of 
Communes and Administrative Dis 

tricts (leaders of Production Brigades) 
and leaders of Production Teams. These 
commanders should take part in the 
administrative organizations of the 
same levels in the Commune as their 
members, and they will receive dual 
leadership: from the administrative or. 
ganizations of the same level and the 
superior commanding organizations of 
the militia. The militia should be 
equipped with necessary arms produced 
by arsenals set up locally. The basic 
units of the militia should undergo 
military training, according to a set 
schedule, while the ordinary militia 
men should also get appropriate train- 
ing after work; this is to prepare condi- 
tions for turning the whole nation into 
soldiers. The broad mass of working 
people in our country greet the militia 
system warmly, because, in the course 
of their protracted revolutionary strug F 
gle aaginst imperialism, feudalism and 
their running dogs, the Kuomintang 
reactionaries, they came to realize that 
only by arming themselves would they 
be able to overcome the armed counter- 
revolution and become masters of the 
land of China; and after the victory of 
the Revolution, they have come to sé 
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further that there are still imperialist 

pirates abroad who are clamoring every 

day about wiping out this People’s 

State. Therefore, the whole of our 
people are determined to continue to 
arm themselves, and they declare: be 

warned, you pirates bent on plundering 

us; do not dare to make a vain attempt 

to harm our people engaged in peace- 
ful labor; we are fully prepared! If the 
imperialists should dare to unleash an 
aggressive War against our country. 
then we will turn the whole nation 
into soldiers; the militia will cooperate 
with the People’s Liberation Army and 
at any time replenish it to utterly crush 
the aggressors. 
There should be both centralism and 

democracy in all organizations of the 
People’s Communes, including the mi- 
litia organizations. The People’s Com- 
munes should not only organize the 
people’s production work but the peo- 
ple’s livelihood as well. In order to do 
their work well, the Communes must 

practice a high level of democracy, con- 
sult the masses on all matters, faithfully 
represent their interests and reflect their 
wil. Therefore, while “organizing 
along military lines, working as if fight- 
ing a battle and living the collective 
way,” the Communes must implement 
democratic management, It is abso 
lutely not allowed to use “getting or- 
ganized along military lines” as a pre- 
text, or make use of the militia system 
which is directed against the enemy to 

udalism and 
Kuomintang 
. realize that 

; would they 
med counter: 
asters of the 

he victory of 
come to set 

‘infringe in the least on democratic life 
in the Commune and the militia or- 
ganizations. The People’s Commune 
is the basic organization of our coun- 
try’s State power; only by ensuring 
democracy in the Commune will it be 
possible to create throughout the coun- 
tty a vigorous and lively political situa- 
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tion in which there are both centralism 
and democracy, both discipline and 
freedom, both unity of will and personal 
ease of mind. 

* * * 

In running a People’s Commune well 
the fundamental question is to strength- 
en the leading role of the Party. It is 
only by strengthening the Party’s lead- 
ing role, that the principle of “politics 
in command” can be realized, that 
profound Socialist and Communist 
ideological education among the cadres 
and Commune members and struggle 
against all kinds of erroneous tenden- 
cies can be conducted, and that the 
Party’s line and policy can be put into 
execution correctly. There are some 
people who think that with the emer- 
gence of the Commune the Party can 
be dispensed with, and that they can 

practice what they call “merging the 
Party and Commune in one.” This 
kind of thinking is wrong. 

In its work in the People’s Com- 
mune, the Party, besides its essential 
task of ensuring that the correct line 
and policy are put into effect, should 
also pay attention to educating the Com- 
mune staffs to develop good styles of 
work—first of all the mass-line and a 
business-like style of work. 

Following the 1957-1958 rectification 
campaign, the Party’s mass line achieved 
a new, great victory. The great leap 
forward in Socialist construction and 
the setting up of People’s Communes 
throughout the rural districts are two 
signal marks of this victory. The mass- 
line working method of the Party is 
the life blood of the People’s Com- 
munes. The setting up and consolida- 
tion of the People’s Communes is im- 
possible without the mass line, without 
the full faith of the people in the Party 
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and in the People’s Government, and 
without an upsurge in the revolution- 
ary zeal of the masses. Therefore, 
leading functionaries of all levels in the 
Commune must put the mass line thor- 
oughly into practice in every type of 
work tackled. They must look upon 
themselves as ordinary toilers, and treat 
the Commune members with a com- 
radely attitude. Kuomintang and bour- 
geois styles of working to coerce the 
masses are strictly prohibited. Because 
of the big leap forward in production 
and the victory in setting up Com- 
munes, some cadres are beginning to 
get dizzy with success and, unwilling 
to do the patient work of educating the 
masses by persuasion, they are exhibit- 
ing certain rude attitudes. Though 
these are individual cases, they should 
make us keenly vigilant. 

In all its work, the Party should hold 
fast to the principle of combining 
revolutionary zeal with a scientific 
spirit. The great leap forward in 1958 
has achieved an unprecedented victory 
for Socialist construction in our coun- 
try. Now, even our enemies find it 
impossible to deny the significance of 
this victory. 

But we must never overlook our small 
weak points because of big achieve- 
ments. On the contrary, the bigger the 
achievement the more we need to re- 
mind our cadres to keep cool-headed 
and not be carried away by the flood 
of news of victory and become unable 
or even unwilling to see the weak 
points in their work. One tendency 
meriting attention in the present work 
of Socialist construction is exaggeration. 
This is incompatible with the practical 
working style of our Party, and is 
harmful to the development of our So 
cialist construction. We must do our 
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economic work in a more thorough 
going way. Our leading personnel 
all levels must be good at differentia. 7 
ing between the real truth and faly 
appearance and between demand 
which are justified and those whid 
are not; in assessing conditions, the 
must strive to keep close to objectiy P 
reality. Only by doing so can we wor : 
out and carry through our plans onip 
reliable and solid basis, 

In order to promote the consolid 
tion of the People’s Communes ani 

ensure an even bigger leap forward up P 
industry and agriculture in 1959, thp 
Communist Party Committees of th 
provinces, municipalities and autono 
mous regions should, in compliance 

with the requirements put forward in 
this Resolution, make full use of thes . 
months from December 1958 to Apri } 
1959 to tidy up the People’s Commune * 
in their areas by doing educationd ; 
propaganda, checking over and consol: 
dating them. « 

In the course of checking over th 
Communes, it is necessary in the fish « 
place for leading personnel to mak 
earnest self-criticisms and listen with 
modesty to others’ opinions, and on thi 
basis, mobilize the masses with grea 
daring to air their views freely ani 
frankly, carry out debates and post uy 
tatzupao [written opinions posted af 
the walls for everybody to read], cit 

good examples of both men and thing, 
criticize wrong ideas and bad styles ¢ 
work, sum up experiences, point ou 
correct directions and develop a thor 
ough-going Socialist and Communif 
ideological education movement. 

In the course of checking over th 
Communes, it is mecessary to cafry oul 
an over-all and thorough check-up 
the production plan, distribution, we! 
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fare facilities, management, financial 

work, organization and leadership in 

the Communes. The organizations of 

the Communist Party and Communes 

should be carefully checked over at the 

same time to guarantee that the lead- 

personnel of the Communist Party and 

Communes at various levels are activists 

loyal to the interests of the people and 

to the cause of Communism. In addi- 

tion, the finest people who have been 

tested in the big leap forward and Peo- 

ple’s Commune movement and are 
ualified for Communist Party mem- 

bership, should be enrolled in the Party. 
Problems related to the style of work 

of Communist Party members and 
cadres should be dealt with through 
Party education and frank airing of 
views by the masses. In dealing with 
these problems, attention should be paid 
to safeguarding the zeal and initiative 
of the cadres and masses, and the prin- 
ciples. of “unity-criticism-unity” and 
“taking warning from the past in order 
to be more careful in the future” and 
“treating the illness in order to save 
the man” must be observed. 
Those who have committed errors 

but are willing to correct them should 
be criticized seriously but treated with 
leniency. The masses should be mo- 
bilized to purge out of the leadership 
those alien class elements who have 
smuggled themselves into the leader- 
ship and those who show a very bad 
style of work and have never corrected 
their errors even after being repeatedly 
admonished. 

Serious and complex class struggles 
are going on not only abroad, in the 
capitalist world, but also here at home. 
It is necessary to educate the masses 
to increase their revolutionary vigilance 
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to prevent disruptive enemy activities. 
Whether former landlords, rich peas- 
ants and counter-revolutionaries and 
other people deprived of political rights 
should be accepted as members or pro- 
bationary members of the Communes, 
or remain to work under supervision, 
should be discussed and decided by the 
masses dealing with each case on its 
merits in the course of checking over 
the Communes. 

The work of checking over the Com- 
munes should first be carried out in 
one or two Communes as an experi- 
ment in each county, That is to say, 
help should be given to the comrades 
in one or two People’s Communes to 
get things going well in a fairly short 
space of time, so as to acquire experi- 
ence, set examples and then popularize 
the experience gained. Every province, 
municipality and autonomous region 
should organize its investigation group 
composed of a thousand, several thou- 
sands or ten thousand people for the 
check-up, and the First Secretaries of 
the Communist Party at the provincial, 
regional and county levels should per- 
sonally lead the work of checking over 
the Communes. These investigation 
groups should draw comparisons be- 
tween different regions, counties and 

Communes, organize mutual visits, call 

on-the-spot meetings to develop the 
good points found and overcome the 
shortcomings discovered, mobilize en- 
thusiasm for the work, and find out 
ways of concretely solving current 
problems and promptly popularizing 
successful experience. In short, through 
these check-ups, the work of the Peo 
ple’s Communes in the country must 
be generally carried one step forward. 



Popular impressions to the contrary, 
the concept of a Negro nation in the 
U.S. did not originate with the Com- 
munists. It has been given expression 
by Negro spokesmen before the Civil 
War and since. Martin Delany, for 
example, wrote in 1852: “We are a 
nation within a nation:—as the Poles 
in Russia, the Hungarians in Austria. 
the Welsh, Irish and Scotch in the 
British Dominions.” (4 Documentary 
History of the Negro People in the 
United States, edited by Herbert Apthe- 
ker, pp. 326-27). 

Nor did Communists invent the na- 
tional question. The national question 
had its origin in the rise of capitalism. 
In hs masterly exposition of the na- 
In his masterly exposition of the na- 
tional and Colonial Question—Stalin 
pointed out: “A nation is not merely a 
historical category, but a_ historical 
category belonging to a definite epoch, 
the epoch of rising capitalism. The 
process of elimination of feudalism was 
at the same time a process of amalga- 
mation of people into nations. .. .” 

(.13) 
Marxian contribution to the national 

question lies, in part, in the clarity 
given it by Lenin and Stalin, the 
unequivocal manner in which they 
presented and applied it, and their 
extension of the principle of self-de- 
termination to include not only the 
oppressed and dependent white nation- 
alities of Europe, but the non-white 

peoples of the world as well. In this 
they took sharp issue with the social- 
imperialists in the Second International 
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Los Angeles 

who considered the right of self-deter. 
mination to be applicable only to the 
Irish, Poles, Czechs and other white 
nationalities. As Stalin remarks: 

‘ 
‘, . . In the era of the Second International 

it was usual to confine the national question 
to a narrow circle of questions relating ex- 
clusively to the “civilized nations.” ... The 
tens and hundreds of millions of the Asiatic 

and African peoples suffering from national 

oppression in its crudest and most brunl 
form did not as a rule enter the field of 

vision of the ‘Socialists.’ The latter did not 
venture to place the white peoples and colored 

peoples, the ‘uncultured’ Negroes and the 

‘civilized’ Irish, the ‘backward’ Indians and 

the ‘enlightened’ Poles on one and the same 

footing. . . .” (Ibid, p. 111.) 

The projection in 1928 of our the 
oretical position on the Negro Question 
in the U.S. in which we characterized 
as an oppressed nation the historic 
Negro majorities in the Black Belt, 
evoked the berserk rage of Souther 
planters and other beneficiaries of the 
jimcrow system. Quick to recognize the 
revolutionary content of our position, 
these circles unleashed a furious and 
sustained attack on our Party, which 
continues to this day, In this they were 
valiantly aided by Negro reformists 
who obligingly distorted our position 
as advocacy of wholesale segregation 
of the Negro people in a jimcrow state 
—a grotesque proposal previously ad 
vanced, in the 49th State movement, 
by Negro reformists themselves. 

Our Party, which stood firmly by 

its position throughout the turbulent 
‘thirties, began a retreat from that post 
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tion in the early ‘forties under the in- 

quence of Browder revisionism. This 

retreat culminated in 1956 in the amaz- 
ing pronounciamento by Comrade Den- 

nis (Political Affairs for May) that, 

without consultation with the member- 

ship, our position had been “modified- 

in fact dropped.” 
In now throwing open the question 

for discussion, the National Committee 
is to be commended. It is to be hoped 
it will encourage a thorough-going 
discussion on this important and com- 
plex question and combat any tendency 
to impose a decision from above. 
Should the latter occur, the suspicion 
would be unavoidable that the reopen- 
ing of the question was merely in- 
tended to legalize the arbitrary and 
undemocratic 1956 action of the na- 
tional leadership. 
The Draft Resolution now before 

the Party, as well as the article by 
(Comrade Jim Jackson (“New Features 
of the Negro Question in the United 
States”) on which it is based, both 
published in the Jan. 1958 issue of 
Political Affairs, bluntly declare that 

our Party was in error in characteriz- 
ing the Black Belt Negro majorities 
asa nation. This conclusion of original 
sin is, according to the Draft Resolu- 
tion, “compelled” by “a major altera- 
tion in the geographical distribution 
lof the Negro people,” occurring, if you 

‘please, several decades after we adopted 
‘our position of the Negro people as 
§a nation; plus, of all things, the Negro 

ppeople’s “common psychological make- 
Pup” miraculously metamorphosed into 
F‘the main currents” of the “thought 
and leadership” of the Negro bour- 
geoisie “in the struggle for advance- 

pment and freedom.” 
Thus the shifts of Negro population 
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and the “thought and leadership” of 
a bourgeoisie notorious for its con- 
sistent efforts to direct the Negro move- 
ment into reformist channels, harmless 
to the oppressors, are presented as 
“compulsive” factors at variance with 
the Marixst-Leninist definition of a 
nation: 

“A nation is a historically evolved, 
stable community of language, territory, 
economic life, and psychological make- 
up manifested in a community of cul- 
ture.” (Stalin, Marxism and the Na- 
tional and Colonial Question, p. 8. Em- 
phasis added.) 
How valid is the “compulsive” con- 

clusion, based upon these two alleged 
“variants,” that there is no Negro na- 
tion in the Black Belt? It is, of course, 
undeniable that for several decades 
now there has been in process a mass 
flight of Negroes from the terror-rid- 
den Black Belt to urban centers, North 
and South. But does this mean there 
are no longer any significant Negro 
majorities in this historic area of Negro 
concentration? This question is answ- 
ered in the negative by Comrade 
Jackson himself who, in Political Af- 
fairs for October 1958, noted that be- 
tween 1940 and 1950 there was a re- 
duction from 180 to 170 of the Black 
Belt counties of absolute Negro major- 
ity. (Other figures give the decline as 
from 180 to 156.) But is a loss of ten 
counties, or even of twenty-four, so 
decisive as to constitute a “compulsive” 
factor for revising our theoretical posi- 
tion of a Negro nation? And do 
Marxists limit the Black Belt area to 
majority counties, anyway? Or do we 
take into account the gerrymandering 
devices by which Negro majorities are 
often wiped out, as in the recent carv- 
ing up of Macon County, Alabama, 
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among three neighboring counties? 
Under Proposition 2, and subheaded 

“tle element of common psychological 
make-up,” the Draft Resolution de- 
clares: 

“Taking into full account all that is dis- 

tinctive in this feature of the nation-like 

development of the Negro people, nevertheless, 

this is not determinative for either the solu- 
tion or representation of the Negro question 

in the United States. The main currents of 

Negro thought and leadership in the struggle 

for advancement and freedom, historically, 

and universally at the present time, have 

projected their programs from the premise 

that Negroes individually and as a people 

are no less Americans than any other claim- 

ants. Only in describing the dimensions of 

their oppression have the Negro people repre- 

sented themselves as a people apart from the 

American nation.” 

Such a basically one-sided analysis 
of the Negro movement is not only 
undialectic but patently false and dis- 
torted. There never has been, and is 

not today, any universal acceptance by 
the Negro people of the program of 
the Negro bourgeoisie, as here implied; 
nor any generation of Negroes in which 
the concept of Negro nationhood has 
not been raised, if frequently in un- 
scientific terms. It was raised, for ex- 

ample, by the Garvey movement, 
largest Negro mass movement in the 
history of the country, by the 49th 
State movement, etc. It is today a part 
of the program of the burgeoning Ne- 
gro Moslem Movement, with its rabid 
creed of hatred of all whites. 

And almost a decade before the 
Party adopted its position of the Ne- 
gro people as a nation, the slogan 
“Self-determination for the Negro 
Majorities in the Black Belt” had been 
put forward by the Left-wing African 
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Blood Brotherhood in an elaboration 
of the demand for Negro self-determi. 
nation raised by this writer in edito 
rials in The Amsterdam News in 1915, 
1916 and 1917. 

In advancing the “compulsive” con. 

clusion that the Negro people are not 
a nation and have no claim on the 

right of self-determination, the Jackson 
article and draft resolution commit the 

not unfamiliar error of contraposing 
two definite trends in the Negro move- 

ment: 1. the historic resistance of the 
Negro people to jimcrow oppression 
and their fight for full equality in the 
American scheme; 2. the welding to 
gether of the Negro people and the de. 
velopment of their national conscious 
ness in the process of that fight. 

It is mainly on the first trend (and 
rejection of the second) that Jackson 
bases his contention that there is not 
now nor ever was a Negro nation in 
the Black Belt. His voluminous data 
on population shifts, long-range eco 
nomic changes (i.e., gradualism) etc,, 
are merely incidental material to his 
thesis that the Negro people “are a his. 
torically determined component pan 
of the American nation in the United 
States,” which “is a historically derived 
national formation, an amalgam of 
more or less well differentiated nation. 
alities.” 

To him the “Melting Pot” concept 
and the Negro people’s fight for full 
equality automatically cancel out the 
concept of a Negro nation. One wond- 
ers what would be his conclusion had 
the Negro people accepted passively 
the atrocious conditions imposed upon 
them? Would the absence of resistance § 

have given validity to the concept of a 
Negro nation? 

Certainly the demand for self-deter- 
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mination, for the right of the Negro 

ople to determine their destiny, is 

not in contradiction to the proposition 

that Negroes fight for the fullest rights 

as Americans. These two currents in 

the Negro movement supplement each 

other and constitute a harmonious 

whole. 
And what is the alternative to our 

position offered by Comrade Jackson? 
The old-Social Democratic argument 

that Negroes are workers, period; i.e.. 

they have no problems apart from the 
general problems of the working class. 
They are, he says, “an oppressed urban 
working people.” And into this category 
he lumps both the Negroes in the 
South and those in the North and 
West, in bland disregard of the far 
more terrible and all-sided nature of 
Negro oppression in the South. 
The Negro people, he admits, “re- 

tain special national features and na- 
tion-like characteristics which manifest 
themselves (among other ways) in a 
universal conception and consciousness 
of their identity as a distinctive peo- 
ple... .” But he makes the admission 
only to brush it aside. It is, for him, 
not “the decisive determinative.” He 
writes that “The national question 
exists in an infinite variety of forms 
and Marxist science provides guide 
lines for the theoretical representation 
and solution of each particular mani- 

the na- 
tional question.” But, except for the 
wholly irrelevant quotation from Marx 
that “mankind sets for itself only those 
tasks it can achieve,” Jackson offers 
not a single Marxist guide line to but- 

® tress the position expressed both in his 
atticle and draft resolution that re- 
sistance by a people to national oppres- 
sion, and that people’s fight for full 
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equality, negate their status as an op- 
pressed nation and their right to self- 
determination, in whatever way they 
might desire to exercise that right. 

All of which is highly reminiscent 
of Lenin’s caustic criticism of the Pol- 
ish Social-Democrats: “Objectively, the 
Polish comrades want to make Marx- 
ism ‘more profound,’ but they do it 
very awkwardly. . .” (Collected 
Works, Vol. XIX, p. 273.) 
The manner in which Comrade Jack- 

son uses his out-of-context quotation 
from Marx to argue that the one course 
of development he sees in the Negro 
movement “is in conformation with the 
first law (sic) of Marxism that ‘man- 
kind sets for itself only those tasks it 
can achieve,’” is tantamount to saying 
that since certain basic democratic 
rights are impossible of attainment un- 
der capitalism, they should not be 
fought for. On that sort of reasoning. 
Lenin commented: 

. the refusal to advocate the right of 
self-determination is equal to the worst 

opportunism. ... 

In fact, this narrow-mindedness is clutched 

at by the opportunists of all nations who 

fight shy of the ideas of ‘storms’ and ‘leaps,’ 

believe the bourgeois-democratic revolution is 

over, and reach out for the liberalism of the 

Kokoshkins. (Selected Works, Vol. IV, p. 
291.) 

How well those “succeed” who 

blithely essay the task of making Marx- 
ism “more profound” was pointed up 
at the *46 Plenum by Comrade Jim 
Allen (himself today in this category): 

“. . I always found that where someone 

who opposes our position of the Negro people 

as a nation, tried to present an alternative 

Position to be in accordance with realities, to 
be scientific in its basis, tied up with current 
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issues and struggles of the people, he has 

not been able to do so in scientifically correct 
terms. He has had to fall back in his discus- 
sion of the Negro question only really out- 
moded concepts such as race or pure class 

or labor or castes. And what else is the mean- 
ing of national racial minority? Because as 

Marxists we certainly cannot accept a racial 

category as a point of departure.” (The Com- 

munist Position on the Negro Question, p. 

33). 

That statement retains its validity 
today despite the fact that this same 
Comrade Allen later came up with the 
monstrosity that the Negro people are 
“an oppressed racial-national minority, 
or,” he added, “as Comrade Jackson 
puts it a racially distinct oppressed na- 
tionality.” (Allen, “Some New Data 
Toward Understanding the Position 
of Negroes in the U.S. Today.” Na- 
tional Discussion Bulletin No. 2, Fall 

of 1956). 

In neither article nor draft resolu- 
tion does Comrade Jackson consider 
the impact on the Negro people of the 
rise of independent Negro nations in 
Africa, the emergence of China as a 
great power—the impact, in brief, of 
the mighty colonial national liberation 
revolution sweeping Asia, Africa and 
the Middle East. Yet can it be denied 
that these tremendous and inspiring 
events are influencing the thinking and 
outlook of the Negro people, and must 
inevitably accelerate the development 
of their national consciousness, parti- 
cularly in view of the patent hostility 
of U.S. imperialism to the colonial 
peoples’ freedom fight, and the present 
stalemate in the school desegregation 
fight, resulting from the “massive re- 
sistance” of the Dixiecrats, as reflected 

in terroristic acts and enactment of a 
slew of anti-Negro legislation, and the 
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unparalleled refusal of the federal Bor. 
ernment to enforce a mandate of the 
U.S. Supreme Court? 

It is axiomatic that a Communig 
program on the Negro Question mug 
meet the Marxist criterion as to whether} 
that program has a clear anti-imperial- 
ist orientation and is not, in Lenin’s 
words, confined “to agitation for 
changes which do not require the r. 
moval of the main foundations of the 
old ruling class, changes that ar 
compatible with the preservation o 
these foundations.” (Selected Works 
Vol. IV, p. 145). 

The basic weakness of the Negno 
liberation movement today is its limi- 
tation to the specific immediate & 
mands, whereas what is needed is for 
us to raise the level of the movement, 
as the late Ed Strong pointed out a 
the ’46 Plenum, to qualitatively highe 
levels—through an active and equif. 
alliance with Organized Labor and 
other progressive groups in the cour 
try, together with the closest tie-up of 
the Negro movement with the colonid 
freedom movement. This can be accom- 
plished only through truly revolution. 

= 

ary program on the Negro question 
which recognizes the Negro nation and 
advances the slogan of self-determin: 
tion as a potential weapon to be seized 
by the Negro people when they at 
ready to use it. 

That there is not now any bros 
popular awareness of nationhood amoy 
the Negro people is immaterial. Obje 
tive reality does not depend up 
subjective recognition. And to say the 
is no broad popular awareness of 1 
tionhood is not saying there is no sua 
awareness among growing sections 
the Negro people. 

Cyrit Bria 
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SCIENTIFIC METHOD 

In expressing agreement with the 
) general direction of the National Com- 

1 mittee Draft Resolution on the Negro 

Question, it seems to me that it suffers 

from the lack of an evaluation or 

critique of our past position. The fail- 

ure to make such an evaluation makes 
it appear that the loss of a Negro 
majority in ten counties has changed 
the entire picture, which of course 
would be ridiculous. 
To evaluate our past position, it must 

be viewed historically. The pre-Com- 
munist radical movements in the 
United States did not concern them- 
selves basically with the Negro ques- 
tion, In fact, the entire Second (Social- 
ist) International was notorious for its 
complete disregard of the colonial and 
national question, except in so far as 
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* the so-called “civilized” oppressed na- 
tions were concrned, such as Ireland 

and Poland. One of the great contribu- 
tions made by the Bolshevik Party was 
its work on the national and colonial 
question, and it was to be expected 
that under the influence of the Com- 
munist International and the C.P.S.U., 

the newly-formed American Commu- 
nist Party would begin to concern 
itself most seriously with the Negro 
question in the United States. 
The first attempts were made to 

study the history of the United States 
from a Marxist viewpoint, and some 
fine work was done in this field. The 
Party pointed out that the betrayal of 
Reconstruction after the Civil War 
meant that the bourgeois-democratic 
revolution in the South had never been 
completed; that the plantation system 
of slavery had not been broken up; 
and that the oppression of the Negro 
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people had been transformed from that 
of oppression as slaves to a semi-feudal 
type of oppression, based on the share- 
cropping system. In this period, the 
status of the Negro people in the 
South was predominantly that of a 
peasant people, tied to the land under 
semi-feudal conditions. It became ob- 
vious that the status of the Negro peo- 
ple throughout the United Staies was 
determined by this failure to uproot the 
slave system, and that the oppression 
of the Negro people was not simply 
the oppression of a class, but that of an 

entire people. 
In light of this analysis, it is under- 

standable that the U.S. Communist 
Party came to the conclusion that the 
Negro people in the Black Belt of the 
South constituted an oppressed nation 
as defined by Stalin, and that thé 
slogan of self-determination represented 
the fundamental long-range slogan for 
the Negro people in the South. 

Basing itself upon this theoretical 
conclusion, the Communist Party play- 
ed a glorious role in the struggles of 
the Negro people. As a result, two 
important propositions have become 
part of the thinking of large sections 
of the people of the Unitedf States, far 
beyond the Left and those directly in- 
fluenced by the Left. These proposi- 
tions are: 

1. The Negro people in the United 
States suffer a special oppression, which 
effects all segments of the Negro peo- 
ple, and which shows up in every 
phase of Negro life. 

2. The failure to complete the bour- 
geois-democratic revolution in the 
South, and the consequent denial of 
democracy to the Negro people, have 
held back and distorted the — 
ment of democracy for all the people 
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of the United States. 
However, it seems to me that there 

were at the same time serious errors 
in our previous position, which also 
must be seen historically to be under- 
stood properly. Our theory of the Ne- 
gro people as an oppressed nation in 
the Black Belt, with the right to self- 
determination, was developed in the 
period of crisis in the United States, 
which was part of the general crisis of 
capitalism. Fascism was developing in 
various countries as the political con- 
sequence of this general crisis. In this 
period, I believe that we made two 
serious errors: 

1. We thought that because capital- 
ism was in a general crisis, capitalism 
in the United States had no possibility 
of further development, and that there- 
fore the economic base of the South 
would not change—i.e., that the planta- 
tion system would remain, that the 
South would not become industrialized 
but would remain basically an agrarian 
region. Therefore we believe that the 
Negro people in the South would re- 
main under capitalism basically a peas- 
ant people tied to the soil under semi- 
feudal conditions. 

2. We believed further that since 
finance capital was moving toward fas- 
cism as the political solution of the 
problems presented by the general 
crises, there were little or no possi- 
bilities for any real extension and 
development of democracy in the 
United States under capitalism. There- 
fore, we believed that the struggle for 
Negro rights could not achieve sig- 
nificant victories within the framework 
of the United States Constitution. 

The statistics presented by Comrade 

Jackson, and other material which has 

accumulated in the past seevral years, 
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show that we were wrong in our posi 
tion that the economic situation in the 
South would remain basically yp. 
changed. Due to industrialization and 
the mechanization of agriculture, the 

entire South has moved away from a 
backward, agrarian economy, and a 

corresponding shift has taken place 
among the Negro people, with the Ne. 
gro working class replacing the Negro 
peasantry as the most numerous and 
most significant class. This funda. 

mental change in the economic base 
must compel us to revise our theory 
and, in my opinion, to recognize that 
our original theory was based upon an 
incorrect analysis of the trend of eco. 
nomic development. 

The second error is one that has 
plagued us in many other fields, and it 
is my impression that those who have 
expressed themselves in the debate so 
far as opposed to the resolution are pri- 
marily affected by the conviction that 
it is impossible for the Negro people to 
win important victories within the 
framework of the United States Con- 
stitution. The Negro people them- 
selves do not seem to share this think- 
ing, as witnessed by the forms and 

methods of their struggles. While it 
is correct that permanent and funda. 
mental solutions for the problems of 
the Negro people, as for the working 
class, will be achieved only under so 
cialism, as long as we have this con- 
cept that it is impossible to make major 
and significant advances under condi- 
tions of bourgeois democracy, we will 
only find ourselves further and further 
isolated from the struggles of the Ne- 
gro people. You cannot participate 
wholeheartedly in a struggle if you are 
convinced that it is doomed to failure, 
or if you do so from a “superior” 
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int of view, in order to be able to 

say “I told you so” after the struggle 

has failed. And without the full 

participation of Communists, the strug- 

gles of the Negro people will never 

spontaneously advance to merge with 

the movement of the working class for 

socialism. The position expressed by 

the National Committee resolution in 

my opinion will help to place us in full 

sympathy with and participation in 

the struggles of the Negro people, if we 
absorb the full meaning of this posi- 
tion and express it fully in our practi- 
cal work. 

It seems to me that as people who 
spire to be social scientists, taking a 
scientific, Marxist approach to the 
problems of our class and our society. 
we should understand the use of the 
hypothesis in science. On the basis 
of available facts and knowledge, sci- 
entists develope a hypothesis—that is. 
a generalization into theory from those 
facts. On the basis of this hypothe- 
sis, the door is opened to further ni- 
vestigation, research, analysis, experi- 
mentation. The knowledge and un- 
derstanding gathered from this further 
investigation then compels the scientist 
to revise, correct, expand, and in many 
cases, discard his original hypothesis 

This process and develop a new one. 
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continues. If it ever stops, if any hy- 
pothesis becomes frozen, then scienti- 
fic progress stops. But each hypothe- 
sis, even if later proven inadequate or 
incorrect, makes a necessary contribu- 
tion because it is on the basis of that 
hypothesis that the science advanced. 

I believe that our original position 
on the Negro question was a hypothe- 
sis, the best we could develop on the 
basis of the facts at our command 
and our knowledge and understanding 
of Marxism. Working on this hy- 
pothesis, we made valuable and perma- 
ent contributions. Our trouble was 
that we regarded this not as a hy- 
pothesis, but as the Ten Command- 
ments handed to Moses on the moun- 
tain. As a result, our hypothesis dia- 
lectically became a hindrance rathe1 
than an aid. Our present resolution I 
also regard as a hypothesis—the best. 
despite minor corrections that can be 
made immediately, that we can develop 
now on the basis of the facts available 
and our understanding of Marxism- 
Leninism. It will be valuable to us 
as long as we treat it as a hypothe- 
sis, ready and eager to revise, correct 
or discard it as further progress dic- 
tates. 

E. S. 
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